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Abstract
Transposable elements are parasitic mobile elements that can transpose within host genomes
and may have a large impact on the host evolution. Despite this, very few studies have looked
into how transposable elements themselves have evolved within unicellular organisms, which
make up the vast majority of organisms in existence. In this study, evidence is presented for
selection for transposable element codon usage in both the closest relatives to Metaoza –
choanoflagellates, and stramenopiles. Both choanoflagellates studied show evidence for
selective accuracy whilst neither of the stramenopiles do. Selection appears to be stronger
within the choanoflagellates than the stramenopiles. Phaeodactylum tricorntum transposable
elements are likely to be evolving under mutation pressure rather than selection pressure but
there is evidence to suggest Thalassiosira pseudonana transposable element’s codon usage is
evolving via selection. The most likely explanation for these findings is that the
choanoflagellates have a larger effective population size than the two stramenopiles in this
study.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

Transposable Elements (TEs) are DNA sequences that have the ability to transpose around in
the genome. They are ubiquitous (Flavell et al., 2007) and are usually detrimental to their
host genome but they can occasionally convey a benefit to it. TEs are capable of making any
host gene non-functional if they transpose into a key part of the host gene, and can therefore
be very harmful to the host. However, TEs have been responsible for creation of novel host
genes due via molecular domestication, which involves the host genome incorporating the TE
(Miller et al., 1999). They have been shown to have an impact on evolution (Zhang et al.,
2006; Jiang et al., 2004). There have been many studies investigating TE activity within
multicellular organisms, but very few have focused upon TEs within eukaryotic unicellular
organisms. Unicellular organisms make up the vast majority of the eukaryotes (Baldauf et al.,
2013) and therefore only a small portion of eukaryote’s TEs have been studied. There is little
evidence to suggest that multicellular TEs are evolving under direct selection and published
studies suggest TEs in multicellular organisms have evolved via mutation pressure (Rouzic et
al., 2007). However, Jiang & Govers (2006) made a remarkable discovery in finding that TEs
within unicellular Phytophthora infestans are evolving under selection pressure. Selection
pressure may also be driving the evolution of TE codon usage within other unicellular
organisms, and this study aims to discover whether this is the case.
Many studies have investigated TEs of Drosophila melanogaster, Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Homo sapiens, Arabidopsis thaliana and Caenorhabditis elegans (Carr et al., 2012). S.
cerevisiae is unicellular but has evolved from a multicellular ancestor (Ratcliff et al., 2012;
Ito & Kakutani, 2014) so its TEs have gone through a period in which the host species was
multicellular. Therefore, TEs of a unicellular species that has not evolved from a
multicellular ancestor have not been studied in great detail. Additionally, many of the species
that have been studied are either Opisthokonta or Archaeplastida, which are only two of
seven eukaryotic super groups. This study incorporates a third super group’s TEs –
Heterokonta. The group Heterkonta includes stramenopiles, Opisthokonta includes Metazoa,
choanoflagellates and fungi and Archaeplastida include land plants. This study also
incorporates TEs from choanoflagellates as choanoflagellates are the sister group to Metazoa
(Carr et al., 2008) and are therefore the closest related unicellular organisms. This study will
enable comparison of unicellular TE evolution in both species distantly related to and closely
related to those already studied.
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Fig. 1. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of eukaryotes
This phylogeny was retrieved from Brown et al. (2018). Branch numbers indicate the
bootstrap support value followed by the posterior probabilities for two sets of converged
chains using the Maximum Likelihood model.

1.2

Transposable Elements

Transposable elements, which are parasitic mobile elements within host genomes, can be
divided into two classes. Class 1 TEs are retrotransposons. These transpose in the genome via
a RNA-intermediate. Reverse transcriptase then converts the RNA into DNA and the
resulting DNA sequence is integrated into the genome (Finnegan, 2012). Their method of
transposing is nicknamed copy and paste. Retrotransposons are further sub-divided into two
divisions. Retrotransposons that are flanked by long terminal repeats (LTRs) are LTRretrotransposons. The LTR is double stranded DNA that is repeated at each side of the
retrotransposon, and is usually 250 – 600 base pairs long. Retroviruses also have LTRs (Hine
& Martin, 2016). Other retrotransposons that are not flanked by LTRs are subsequently called
non-LTR-retrotransposons. Class II elements are referred to as transposons and can be
flanked by inverted terminal repeats (ITRs). They transpose without an RNA intermediate,
and unlike class I elements, use the enzyme Transposase to facilitate their movement around
the genome. This enzyme is responsible for both excising the element from the genome and
integrating it at a different genome site. This method of transposing is often called cut and
paste. When a TE, either class I or class II, is inserted into the genome, a target site
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duplication (TSD) is generated. This arises from a short sequence of host DNA being
duplicated, and each TE family shares a TSD of a similar length (Sinzelle et al., 2009).
LTR elements can undergo recombination with one another which leaves a solo LTR. The
recombination event is often between the two LTRs of the same element (Shirasu et al.,
2000). If the LTR recombination was between the LTRs of the same element, the TSD will
be identical on the 5 prime and 3 prime side (Zhang et al., 2015). LTR sequences aren’t
always completely conserved between different elements. There may also be alternative
reasons why LTRs are divergent from one another, other than single substitutions. One
reason could be the occurrence of biased gene conversion, which involves the sequence from
one LTR replacing the sequence from another LTR. This biased gene conversion could
change an LTR to look more like an LTR from a different element. If the 5’ looks more
similar to an LTR from a different element it may be due to biased gene conversion
(Lesecque et al., 2012).
The life cycle of a TE involves transposing and increasing copy number until they become
inactive and become TE fossils (Wicker, 2004). Inactivity can result from accumulation of
mutations that prevent the TE from transposing, or it can result from host defence
mechanisms. Cells have evolved defences against TEs and can inactivate the TEs via DNA
methylation or small RNA pathways (Casacuberta & Santiago, 2003).
Within each class of TE, there are many variations of TE. Some LTR-retrotransposons of
particular interest in this study are gypsy-like and copia-like elements. Copia-like elements
have several highly conserved domains, in the typical order of Protease, Integrase, Reverse
transcriptase and Ribonuclease H (Berg & Howe, 1989). Gypsy-like elements are similar to
copia-like elements in terms of their conserved domains, except that they have the Integrase
at the 3’ end of their Ribonuclease H domain. The Ribonucleoase H protein is responsible for
degrading the original RNA strand and for removing the primers on the newly synthesised
strands (Cerritelli & Crouch, 2009). This domain has also being studied using phylogenetic
analysis. By dating the TEs based on their Ribonuclease H domain, it appears that LTR
retrotransposons are younger than the youngest non-LTR retrotransposons, suggesting nonLTR retrotransposons evolved first (Malik, 2005). Chromoviruses have been found to be a
lineage of gypsy-like TEs and have a chromodomain found at the C-terminal of the sequence.
It is thought that the chromodomain may enhance insertion site specificity (Gao et al., 2008).
Chromoviruses are abundant in fungi and have been found in choanoflagellates and C.
owczarzaki, which is a filasterean (Carr & Suga, 2014). Fliastereans are unicellular
opisthokonts that are the sister group to choanoflagellates (Shalchian-Tabriz et al., 2008).
Chromoviruses have also been found within amphibians, reptiles and fish but there is no
evidence for presence of chromoviruses within any other metozoan lineage (Gorinsek et al.,
2004). It has been theorised that, as chromoviruses are present in choanoflagellates,
chromoviruses may have been present in the genomes since the last common ancestor of
holozoans (a group of organisms that includes Metazoa, Filasterea and choanoflagellates) or
even opisthokonts. There would therefore have been loss of chromoviruses across many
metazoans (Carr et al., 2008).
Major groups of non-LTR retrotransposons include Long interspersed nuclear element-1
(LINE-1) and Short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs). Whilst it has been estimated that
two thirds of the human genome is TE derived (de Koning et al., 2011), LINE-1 is the only
active autonomous TE in humans, and its activity has been found to cause many various
genetic diseases (Hancks et al., 2016). TEs can also be autonomous or non-autonomous
(McClintock, 1950). Autonomous TEs are mobile and encode a Transposase enzyme,
whereas non-autonomous TEs do not. These can only transpose if an autonomous TE is
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present (Wang et al., 2015). L1 elements have been found within C. owczarzaki, plants and
animals (Suga et al., 2013; Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1987; Yamashita & Tahara, 2006;
Papenfuss et al., 2007) and the first evidence that L1 can undergo horizontal transfer has been
recently found within the cattle genome (Ivancevic et al., 2018). It is likely that L1 has played
a large role in the evolution of mammals, including humans, due to its abundance. L1
expresses two proteins: ORF1 and ORF2. ORF2 protein contains Endonuclease and Reverse
transcriptase, and ORF1 protein has a chaperone activity (Moran et al., 1996; Martin et al.,
2005). The SINE family Alu is also present within the human genome but is not autonomous
and requires L1 ORF2 protein in order to transpose (Wallace et al., 2008).
Mutator-like elements (MULEs) are major transposons and were first discovered in maize
(Robertson, 1978). There are both autonomous (MuDR) and non-autonomous (Mu) MULEs.
MULEs are widespread across Opisthokonts and Archaeplasdida (Neuvéglise et al., 2005;
Marquez & Pritham, 2010), including being present in C. owczarzaki (Suga et al., 2013) and
the choanoflagellate S. rosetta (Carr & Suga, 2014). MULEs have also been identified in
eukaryotic supergroup Excavata – in the Parabasalid Trichomonas vaginalis (Lopes et al.,
2009). This is evidence for MULEs existing in species other than plants and opisthokonts,
suggesting that MULEs may also exist in other eukaryotic super groups such as Heterokonta.
PiggyBac is another transposon and was first extracted from the metazoan Trichoplusia ni in
order to be used as a vector (Fraser et al., 1983). Tigger elements are also transposons and
inactive Tigger elements have been identified to be present in the human genome (Arian et
al., 1996). Tigger elements have also been identified in the horse genome (Paulis et al., 2004)
and in the choanoflagellate Salpingoeca rosetta (M. Carr, Personal Communication, 18
November, 2017). This means that Tigger elements may have been present in opisthokonts
since before the divergence of choanoflagellates and Metazoa but it does not provide any
evidence for the origin of Tigger elements.

1.3

Transposable Element Evolution

Within both multicellular and unicellular organisms, there is evidence of selection on the host
against TEs due to their deleterious effect upon their hosts (Pereira, 2004). When there is a
lack of purifying selection, TEs can transpose rapidly (Roberston, 2002). This may occur
when a TE enters a new genome via horizontal transfer as the host will not yet have evolved
genome defences against the TE. An example of this is the TE rider. It is likely to have
transferred into the tomato genome from Arabidopsis and rapid transposition lead to there
being around 2000 copies (Cheng et al., 2009).
Whilst there is evidence for selection on TEs, few studies have investigated TE codon usage
selection within multicellular organisms. Codons are made up from three bases, and multiple
combinations of nucleotide bases can make up the same codon. The third base in the codon
can vary and still form the same codon in eighteen amino acids. For example, tyrosine can be
made up from the bases UAU or UAC. This is the degeneracy of the genetic code (Barnett et
al., 1967). Organisms often preferentially use certain combinations over others, which is
codon bias (Komar, 2016). Codons that a species uses preferentially are called optimal
codons. Genomes are often either AT rich or GC rich. This is possible because the genomes
may preferentially use codon combinations that often end in AT or in GC (Quax et al., 2015).
In multicellular organisms, TE codon usage may not be driven by selection pressure because
multicellular organisms have relatively small effective populations compared to unicellular
organisms, and genetic drift overcomes selection in small effective populations (Lynch,
2006). However, TE’s codon usage have been found to evolve via selection in some
unicellular genomes such as in the stramenopile P. infestens (Jiang & Govers, 2006). In
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species with large effective populations, it may be necessary for TE families to evolve under
selection in order to continue transposing. Investigating codon bias of TEs will indicate if the
TE’s codon usage is evolving under selection, mutation or a combination of the two
pressures.
Selective evolution of TE codon bias could be derived from selective efficiency, selective
accuracy or both. Selective efficiency is only seen in genes that are highly expressed. During
translation, tRNAs carry anti codons which bind to the codons on mRNA. Some tRNAs may
be more abundant than others. For example, the tRNA carrying the anticodon to UAU to
form tyrosine may be more abundant that the tRNA carrying the anticodon UAC to form
tyrosine. Therefore proteins would be produced faster, and more efficiently, if the species
contained more UAU codons than UAC codons. It confers a benefit to the organism to
contain more of these codons, and so the genome evolves codon bias under selection
(Ehrenberg & Kurland, 1984). TEs may have evolved under selection efficiency as using the
codons that bind to the anticodons of the host’s most abundant tRNA would also allow the
TE proteins to be produced faster and more efficiently. Selective accuracy involves improved
translational accuracy. Selective accuracy comprises of selection for correct protein folding
and function, as oppose to selection for quicker protein production, though the two
phenomenon’s can coincide and are not mutually exclusive. This causes functionally and
structurally important regions to gain non-synonymous substitutions at a slower rate than
regions that are less important structurally and functionally (Akashi, 1994). Therefore, it is
likely that functionally important regions will also have a higher proportion of optimal
codons than regions with less functional importance as non-optimal codons are more likely to
be mistranslated than optimal codons (Drummond & Wilke, 2008). It could therefore be
predicted that TE families that use a higher proportion of optimal codons will also show more
evidence for selective efficiency and selective accuracy. It would also stand to reason if TE
that are expressed more would have more evidence for selective efficiency, as this would
improve the speed of translation and therefore the TE protein would be produced more.
However, as gene expression levels were unavailable for this study, this hypothesis cannot be
tested here. Another prediction based on gene expression levels would be that the more
abundantly expressed, the more tRNA molecules would be present for translation of the TE.
This is because the more abundant levels of tRNA are, the faster the TE protein can be
translated and the more it will be expressed. Again, without gene expression levels, this
cannot be tested within this study.
If TE codon bias have evolved via selective accuracy, it would be expected that more
functionally important sections of the TE will have higher codon usage bias than sections that
are less functionally important. Therefore, regions of the TE that make up domain sequences
would be expected to use a higher proportion of host optimal codons than regions of the TE
that do not make up domain sequences. As oppose to this, it would be expected that if the TE
codon usage evolution was driven more by selective efficiency than accuracy, then a similar
level of host optimal codons would be used by both functionally important and less
functionally important regions of the TE. This is because selective efficiency acts to speed up
the process of translation regardless of how functionally important the sequences are,
whereas selective accuracy is more important within sequences that must be translated
correctly in order for the protein to function properly. Although it is expected that there will
be little difference between domain regions and non-domain region’s codon bias for TEs
whose codon usage evolution is driven by selective efficiency, it would be expected that there
would be a large proportion of host optimal codons used throughout the TE sequence.
Whilst TE codon usage may evolve via selection pressure or mutation pressure, TEs
themselves can evolve in a variety of way, one of which is horizontal transfer. This is the
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transfer of genetic material from one organism to another, through any method other than
from parent to descendants, which is vertical transfer. There can be a variety of ways in
which horizontal transfer takes place. For example, TEs can undergo host-parasite transfer.
This involves a TE transferring from a parasite to the parasite’s host and has been witnessed
in metazoans (Pace II et al., 2010). This helps the TE avoid extinction as remaining in a
single host increases the chances of selection acting upon the host, providing it with the
defences it requires to rid itself of the TEs (Schaack et al., 2010). TEs can also use predatorprey transfer as a form of horizontal transfer. TEs may be transferred from an organism to
another, from an organism that the receiving organism eats. Without horizontal transfer, TEs
are likely to become extinct through mutational changes, host selection and genetic drift
(Hartl et al., 1997). However, LINE-1 TEs have survived in mammals for over 100 million
years with what was thought to be vertical transfer only (Khan et al., 2006; 2005). This could
be because TEs can avoid extinction in ways other than horizontal transfer. The most obvious
method is by eliciting minimal harm to the host. This reduces the host’s selection effects
upon the TEs (Schaack et al., 2010), though LINE-1 TEs have caused human genetic disease
suggesting this mechanism to prevent extinction may not be prevalent in LINE-1 TEs.
Additionally, as recent evidence has surfaced that there has been horizontal transfer of LINE1 within mammals (Ivancevic et al., 2018), there may be more horizontal transfer yet to be
observed that could explain how the TE has survived for so long within mammals. LINE-1
elements could be jumping between species in order to survive within mammals. However,
the evidence Ivancevic et al. (2018) found of horizontal transfer of LINE-1 elements did not
appear to be recent. If the rate of transposition outweighs the selective disadvantage of the TE
deleterious effects upon the host, this will also help the TE survive.
TEs can also become domesticated within their host, becoming a host gene after gaining a
function that benefits the host. This process is called molecular domestication (Miller et al.,
1992), and TE derived proteins often provide functions such as transcription regulation
(Sinzelle et al., 2009) or domesticated TEs may beome transcription factors (Feschotte,
2008). These genes no longer possess ITRs, can usually no longer transpose and are present
in the host as only single copies, as oppose to TEs which usually have multiple copies within
a host (Sinzelle et al., 2009). An example of a TE derived domesticated protein is the Jerky
protein, which is found in vertebrates, including humans. It has evolved from a pogo element
and has a gene regulatory function, controlling the availability of mRNAs in neurons (Liu et
al., 2003) as well as playing an important cellular function (Donovan et al., 1995) which may
be linked to the cellular stress response system (Liu et al., 2003).

1.4

Stramenopiles

Stramenopiles are a particular focus of this study as the one organism in which there is
evidence for selection on TE codon usage is the stramenopile Phytophthora infestans (Jiang
& Govers, 2006). P. infestans is a plant pathogen that causes potato blight and was one of the
factors causing the Irish potato famine in the mid 1800’s (Bourke, 1964). There are many
other Phytophthrora species that are plant pathogens with great consequence for humans
(Haas et al., 2009). However, no other stramenopile TE codon usage has been investigated
for evolving under selection. Therefore, it is currently unknown if TEs within stramenopiles
universally show selection for codon usage or if P. infestans is unique in doing so.
Stramenopiles have three particular features that define them. At some point in their life, each
stramenopile has two flagella. One is smooth and one is a tinsel flagella, which has
distinctive flagella hairs (Walker & van West, 2007). Another feature is that stramenopiles
have chlorophyll a and c but lack chlorophyll b and many have a double layer of endoplasmic
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reticulum around their chloroplast (Hine & Martin, 2016). Stramenopiles can be either
photosynthetic or heterotrophic. The photosynthetic stramenopiles have been shown to
cluster together under phylogenetic studies, whilst the heterotrophic stramenopiles are in
basal lineages, but further phylogenetic analysis is required to identify the correct
phylogenetic position of stramenopiles (Fletcher et al., 2016).
Stramenopiles can be divided into the clades Bigyra and Gyrista. P. infestans and the two
stramenopiles investigated within this study fall into the clade Gyrista. Gyrista can then be
further subdivided into Oomycota (pseudofungi), which is the clade into which P. infestans
falls, and Ochrophyta. Within the many subclasses of Ochrophyta, the clade Diatomeae lies.
This is the clade in which both P. tricornutum and T. pseudonana reside (Derelle et al.,
2016).

Fig. 2. Bayesian phylogenetic tree of stramenopiles
This phylogeny was obtained from (Derelle et al., 2016) and is rooted on Rhizaria and
Alveolata. Bayesian inference posterior probability is denoted to the right of diverging
branches and support of 1.00 is denoted by a bullet.
P. tricornutum and T. pseudonana are both free-living marine diatoms. There are between
10,000 to 100,000 diatom species (Norton et al., 1996), and diatoms may be responsible for
around 20% of global productivity due to their carbon fixating abilities (Falkowski et al.,
1998). The divergence rate of diatoms is very high, relative to that of yeast and metazoa.
Wyrwicz et al. (2008) suggest that TE evolution could be a contributing factor to this, along
with selective gene family expansions. Diatoms can be further subdivided into two classes:
pennate and centric diatoms. P. tricornutum is a pennate diatom (Wyrwicz et al., 2008)
whereas T. pseudonana is a centric diatom (Armbrust et al., 2004). These two classes have
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very different genomes and centric diatoms are the older of the two, aging at least 180 million
years, with pennates being at least 90 million years old (Wyrwicz et al., 2008). Centric
diatoms are typically radially symmetrical (symmetrical about a central axis), whereas
pennate diatoms are usually elongated and have striae that are parallel to one another,
arranged so that the diatom is symmetrical along the long axis. Striae are rows of holes in
between the lines of silica in the diatom cell wall, and the lines of silica are termed the costae.
The cell wall is called the frustule and consists of two halves that come together to enclose
the cell within. Each half is called a theca. Frustules are very diverse and have been utilised
in many different ways (Parkinson and Gordan, 1999) such as in drug delivery, enzyme
immobilisation and separation of heavy metals (Yuan et al., 2013; Poulsen et al., 2007;
Bariana et al., 2013).

1.5

Choanoflagellates

Choanoflagellates are the sister group to Metazoa (Carr et al., 2008). Studying them conveys
a greater insight into the evolution of both the choanoflagellates themselves and Metazoa, as
well as the origins of Metazoa. Choanoflagellates live in water, both marine and freshwater,
are unicellular and have a collar of microvilli and a flagellum. This flagellum stirs the water,
creating currents which cause bacteria to move towards the choanoflagellates and into the
choanoflagellate’s collar for phagocytosis. In free living choanoflagellates, the flagellum is
also used to propel the organism through the water (King, 2005).

Fig. 3. Collar morphology of Monosiga brevicollis
This image was obtained from Mah et al. (2014) and scanning electron microscopy was used.
Here there are several M. brevicollis organisms where it is visible that the collar of microvilli
emerges from the skirt (sk).
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In the past, choanoflagellates have been divided up into three classes, based on
morphological characteristics. These are Codosigidae, Salpingoecidae, and Acanthoecidae.
Acanthoecidae choanoflagellates have a lorica made up of silica strips into a basket like
formation (Norris, 1965). The function of the lorica is still unknown (Asadzadeh et al., 2019).
The Salpingoecidae choanoflagellates were described as having theca, which is a rigid
membrane that is found in a variety of ways. Different morphologies of the theca include the
flask, the cup and the tube (Carr et al., 2017). Codosigidae choanoflagellates are often
referred to as ‘naked cells’ although they are covered in a fine membrane called the
glycocalyx. However, multiple studies (Cavalier-Smith, 2002; Medina et al., 2003) found that
neither Codosigidae nor Salpingoecidae were monophyletic in phylogenetic studies. Instead,
choanoflagellates are now split into two classes. These are Craspedida and Acanthoecida.
Craspedida choanoflagellates are split into three clades (Carr et al., 2008).

Fig. 4. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of choanoflagellates
This phylogenetic tree was obtained from Carr et al. (2017) and support values of 1.00bbPP
and 100% maximum likelihood bootstrap percentage are denoted by an *. Branches with a
support value of less than 0.7bbPP and 50% maximum likelihood bootstrap percentage were
omitted.
Choanoflagellates have many morphological similarities to choanocytes (collar cells) of
sponges, despite there being at least 600 million years of evolution separating them (Mah et
al., 2014). Both are of a similar size, with choanoflagellates being 1.2 to 10µm in length and
choanocytes being 2 to 10µm in length. Both have a microvilli collar, a flagellum and both
have glycocalyx on the surface of their cells (Mah et al., 2014). Other metazoans have also
been identified as having similar collar cells now, including echinoderms (Crawford &
Campbell, 1993). It has been suggested that this is the missing link between metazoans and
their unicellular ancestors (Cavalier-Smith, 1993).
The TEs of two choanoflagellates in particular have been investigated in this study. One is
Mlynosiga fluctuans, which was once given the name Monosiga ovata, and the other is
Diaphanoeca grandis. Carr et al. (2017) found that Monosiga ovata and Mlynosiga flucutans
were two different species as the species described as Monosiga ovata by Saville-Kent (1880)
was a marine organism whereas Mylnosiga fluctuans is found in freshwater. The morphology
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is different too. Monosiga ovata has a short peduncle whereas M. fluctuans does not. M.
fluctuans is in clade 2 of the Craspedida (Carr et al., 2017). D. grandis has a lorica (Manton
et al., 1981) and is an Acanthoecida choanoflagellate (Carr et al., 2017).
Whilst choanoflagellates are the closest related holozoans to Metazoa, Filasterea are another
clade of holozoans and these are the sister group to choanoflagellates and Metozoa. Many
genes previously thought to be present in metazoans alone have been identified within both
choanoflagellates and filastereans (Hehenberger et al., 2017; Sebé-Pedrós et al., 2016). Genes
found within choanoflagellates and filastereans are likely to be ancestral to both clades, and
therefore to Metazoa. This may even be the case if such genes are absent from metazoan
genomes (Southworth et al., 2018). Investigating choanoflagellates, and TEs within
choanoflagellates, may reveal more about the unicellular ancestry of Metazoa and differences
between TEs residing in relatively closely related unicellular and multicellular organisms.

2.0

Study Aims:

The aim of this study is to identify whether TE codon usage evolves via selection in any
unicellular organism other than P. infestens. If there is evidence for selection for TE codon
usage, I would like to investigate whether it is selection accuracy, selection efficiency or
both. This study also aims to gain a greater insight into the evolution of the TE themselves,
within choanoflagellates.

3.0

Methods:

3.1

Stramenopile Codon Usage

The entire genome for P. tricornutum and T. pseudonana were downloaded from the
EnsemblProtists database. The forms used were:
Thalassiosira_pseudonana.ASM14940v2.cds and
Phaeodactylum_tricornutum.ASM15095v2.cds. The contigs and proteins for M. fluctuans and
D. grandis were obtained from Daniel Richter (Richter et al. 2018). Codon usage statistics,
including GC3s, effective number of codons (Nc) and frequency of optimal codons (Fop)
were generated using CodonW (Peden, 2000). GC3s is the fraction of codons that have
guanine or cytosine in the third position. Nc shows the general level of codon bias and
generates a number from 20-61. This is the number of combinations of codons that have been
used to make the amino acids, with 20 being the minimum possible combinations of codons
used and 61 the maximum. Fop is the ratio of optimal codons to synonymous codons and
requires an input of the species optimal codons. This was obtained from M. Carr (personal
communication, June 22, 2018).
Relative synonymous codon usage was found within the genomes using CodonW, which
generated a Fop.coa file. Optimal codons of the stramenopiles were found using the hilo.coa
files generated by CodonW following finding the Fop values and Nc values for each TE. The
hilo file identified the most commonly used codons for each amino acid for the
stramenopiles, which were assumed to be the optimal codons. Optimal codons of the
choanoflagellates was found by Juan José Ginés (Personal communication, June 24, 2018),
also using CodonW.

3.2

tRNA Gene Screening
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The software tRNAscan-SE 2.0 (Lowe & Eddy, 1997) was used to identify tRNA genes
within the choanoflagellate contigs. Default settings were used as was the online server
(Lowe & Chan, 2016).

3.3

Optimal Codon Usage in Domain regions and Non-domain regions

Each stramenopile TE family sequence was divided into functional domain regions and nondomain regions. Domains were identified by using Blastp with default settings and the
database set to Non-redundant protein sequences (nr) (Altschul et al., 1990). The TE protein
sequences were inputted into Blastp to identify any domains. These domains were then
selected and the beginning and end of these sections were identified. Everything within these
sections were classed as a domain region and sections of protein sequence that were not
included within these domain sections were classed as non-domain regions. As Blastp is very
reliable for characterising sequences it can be assumed that the domain regions and nondomain regions identified this way are likely to be accurate. CodonW was used to generate
Fop values and Nc values for each TE’s functional domain regions and non-domain regions.

3.4

GC Content in Non-coding and Synonymous Sites

Each stramenopile TE family sequence was divided into translated regions and untranslated
regions. The translated regions included all coding regions which are translated into TEs.
LTR sequences were not included within either section as they may contain sequences that
are under selective constraint. NCBI was used to identify these sequences as NCBI identifies
sections of the TEs that are long terminal repeats, gag, pol and sections in between these that
are untranslated. CodonW was used to generate Fop values and Nc values for each TE’s
translated regions and untranslated regions. GC content was not compared in choanoflagellate
non-coding and synonymous sites as non-coding DNA could not be identified.

3.5

Copy Number

The software Blast trace (Altschul et al., 1990) was used to identify other copies of TEs
within each stramenopile. The database used was Phaeodactylum tricornutum-WGS and
Thalassiosira pseudonana - WGS depending on which stramenopile the TE family was
within. The TE LTR sequence was used as the input. The outputs were then downloaded and
the LTR within each Blast hit was identified manually, and the target site duplication (TSD)
found manually. These were listed and copy number calculated based on the number of
different TSDs within each TE family. It is likely that the copy number has been
underestimated rather than overestimated as when there was any doubt that a TSD was
genuine then it was excluded. This was done because including LTRs that were not genuine
would falsely increase the copy number, whereas choosing to not include LTRs where it was
uncertain that they were genuine may not always decrease the estimated copy number if that
LTR was also identified elsewhere in the TE. Another reason the copy number could have
been underestimated is that the Blast hits with the least similarity to the query sequence may
have be partial sequences due to a deletion mutation, and therefore the LTRs identified may
be genuine. However, there may be partial sequences due to some of the nucleotides not
being in the sequencing read and the TSD identified may not be genuine. Due to this
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ambiguity, the majority of partial sequences that could not be classified as 5 prime, 3 prime
or solo with certainty were not considered as possible copies. Also, the first thirty to forty
base pairs of the sequencing reads and around the last hundred base pairs are often poor
quality. Therefore, if the TSD is located at the very beginning or near the end of the
sequence, it is often difficult to ascertain what the true TSD is. Looking at the trace helped
deduct if the nucleotides were genuine. Often only the 5’ or the 3’ LTRs were found. This
could be because their corresponding LTR may have been in a Blast hit which was excluded
due to the above reasons, or it could be that the genome sequencing didn’t cover it. When
only one LTR was found, its Blast Trace pattern was analysed to decide whether it was a
genuine LTR sequence or not. If it was found likely to be so, it was including in the copy
number count.
There is no trace archive for either D. grandis or M. fluctuans so their copy number could not
be investigated.

3.6

Identifying Choanoflagellate TEs

The software Repeat Masker (Version open-4.0.6, http://www.repeatmasker.org/cgibin/WEBRepeatMasker) was used to identify potential TEs within both D. grandis and M.
fluctuans. The choanoflagellate’s contigs were used as the input. A list of potential TEs was
generated and TEs with an E-value of more than e-5 was excluded. E-5 was used as TEs with
an E-value more than this were not likely to be genuine TEs and their sequences only similar
to that of a TE by chance. Blastp was used to examine the remaining protein sequences, with
the database Non-redundant protein sequences (nr), and to identify whether they were
genuine TEs. If they had domains of a TE such as reverse transcriptase and integrase, or were
closely related to another sequence that had previously been identified as a TE then they were
deemed as being likely TEs.

3.7

Phylogenetics

MAFFT (version 7: improvements in performance and usability, Katoh & Standley, 2013)
was used to generate alignments of each stramenopile TE’s copy’s sequences. The output
format was Pearson/FASTA with default settings. RAxML -HPC2 on XSEDE (Version 8: A
tool for Phylogenetic Analysis and Post-Analysis of Large Phylogenies) was used to
construct the phylogenetic trees. The parameters used included nucleotide as the data type,
the maximum hours to run was 96, rapid bootstrap replicates were used, the Bootstrap
Iterations were set to 1000 and the model for the bootstrapping phase was GTRCAT. The
remaining parameters were default parameters. FigTree (Rambaut, 2007) was then used to
view the trees. Sequences for the choanoflagellate phylogenetic trees were obtained by using
Blastp with Non-redundant protein sequences (nr) as the database, using already identified
TE’s from the choanoflagellates as the input. tBlastn was also used to find sequences similar
to the choanoflagellate TEs. The database used for this was Whole-genome shotgun contigs
(wgs) and different taxonomic groups were specified. These were Alveolate, Amoebozoa,
Apusozoa, Cryptophyta, Euglenozoa, Fornicata, Glaucocystophyceae, Haptophyceae,
Heterolobosea, Jakobida, Oxymonadida, Parabasalia, Rhizaria, Rhodophyta and
Stramenopiles. Chromovirus, MULE and L1 outgroups were obtained from Carr & Suga
(2014). MAFFT was again used to generate alignments with the same settings and RAxML
was used to construct the phylogenetic trees with the same settings. MrBayes on XSEDE was
also used to construct phylogenetic trees. A mixed model was used as the matrix for amino
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acids and the parameters were set to 5,000,000 generations with a sampling frequency of
1000. The first 25% of the sample values were set to be discarded as burnin, resulting in the
consensus trees being generated from a total of 3750 phylogenetic trees. The type of
consensus tree created was all compatible groups. Figtree was also used again to view the
trees.

4

Results

4.1
Stramenopile Codon Usage
For each Stramenopile TE, codon usage bias was investigated using the frequency of optimal
codons (Fop) and effective number of codons (Nc). Table 1. shows codon usage bias within
P. tricornutum TEs and Table 2. shows codon usage bias within T. pseudonana TEs.
TE Family
Frequency of Optimal
Effective Number of Codons
Codon (Fop)
(Nc)
4.3
0.319
47.10
6.5
0.395
51.96
6.7
0.408
56.82
4.1
0.443
57.90
4.4
0.450
52.88
2.3
0.455
55.32
7.1
0.490
58.08
6.4
0.500
57.70
5.3
0.506
52.32
3.1
0.508
54.64
5.2
0.510
52.76
6.6
0.515
49.36
5.1
0.585
46.44
Average
0.468
53.33
Table 1. Codon usage statistics for the TE families of P. tricornutum
Fop in P.tricornutum TEs ranges from 0.319 in TE 4.3 to 0.585 in TE 5.1. Nc ranges from
46.44 in TE 5.1 to 58.08 in TE 7.1.
TE Family

Frequency of Optimal
Effective Number of Codons
Codon (Fop)
(Nc)
6.3
0.430
51.56
6.2
0.444
52.90
5.5
0.447
54.22
5.6
0.467
51.21
4.5
0.510
58.90
5.4
0.569
50.02
6.1
0.597
53.60
Average
0.495
53.20
Table 2. Codon usage statistics for the TE families of T. pseudonana
Fop in T.pseudonana TEs ranges from 0.430 in TE 6.3 to 0.597 in TE 6.1. Nc ranges from
50.01 in TE 5.4 to 58.90 in TE 4.5.
Fop values and Nc show P. tricornutum TEs have a wider range of codon usage bias than
TEs within T. pseudonana. Average Nc values for the two stramenopile’s TEs are very
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similar, and whilst average Fop value for T. pseudonana TEs is higher than that of P.
tricornutum’s TEs, it is still similar.

The most frequently used codon for each amino acid within each TE was identified to see
how often the most frequently used codon matches with the host optimal codon. This will
indicate each TEs codon bias.
Amino
Acid
Phe
Leu

4.1

5.1

5.2

5.3

3.1

4.4

4.3

2.4

7.1

6.6

6.7

6.4

6.5

UUU
UUG

UUU
CUC

UUC
CUC

UUU
CUU

UUC
CUC

UUU
UUG

UUU
UUG

UUU
CUU

UUU
CUU

UUU
CUC

UUU
CUC

UUU
UUG

Ile

AUU

AUU

AUC

AUU

AUU

AUU

AUU

AUC

AUU

AUC

AUU

Val
Tyr
His

GUC
UAC
CAC

GUC
UAC
CAC

GUC
UAC
CAC

GUC
UAC
CAC

GUU
UAC
CAC

GUU
UAU
CAU

GUU
UAC
CAU

GUU
UAC
CAU

GUU
UAU
CAU

CAA

CAA

CAA

CAG

CAA

CAA

CAA

CAA

CAG

CAA and CAG

Asn
Lys

AAC
AAA

CAA
and
CAG
AAC
AAG

GUC
UAC
CAU
and
CAC
CAA

GUU
UAC
CAC

Gln

GUU
UAC
CAU
and
CAC
CAG

AUU
and
AUC
GUU
UAC
CAC

UUC
CUU
and
CUA
AUC

AAC
AAA

AAC
AAG

AAC
AAA

AAU
AAA

AAU
AAG

AAC
AAG

AAU
AAA

AAC
AAG

AAC
AAG

AAU
AAA

Asp

GAC

GAC

GAC

GAC

GAU

GAU

GAC

GAC

GAC

GAC

GAU

Glu
Ser

GAA
UCC

GAA
UCC

GAA
UCC

GAG
UCG

GAA
UCG

GAA
AGU

GAA
UCG

GAA
UCC

GAA
UCA

GAA
AGC

GAA
UCG

Pro
Thr
Ala
Cys
Arg

CCA
ACA
GCA
UGU
CGA

CCC
ACC
GCC
UGU
CGC

GAA
UCC
and
UCU
CCC
ACC
GCC
UGC
CGC

GAU
and
GAC
GAA
UCU

AAU
AAA
and
AAG
GAU

CCU
ACC
GCC
UGU
CGC

CCC
ACC
GCC
UGC
CGC

CCG
ACG
GCA
UGU
CGG

CCA
ACA
GCU
UGU
CGA

CCU
ACC
GCC
UGU
CGU

CCG
ACG
GCC
UGC
AGA

CCC
ACC
GCC
UGU
CGC

CCA
ACG
GCA
UGC
CGC

CCG
ACA and ACG
GCA
UGU and UGC
CGA

Gly

GGA
7/18

GGC
15/18

GGC
16/18

GGC
12/18

GGU
13/18

GGA
8/18

GGU
2/18

GGU
9/18

GGA
12/18

GGC
11/18

CCA
ACA
GCA
UGC
CGA
and
AGA
GGA
8/18

GGA
11/18

GGA
6/18

Table 3. Host optimal codon usage for TEs of P. tricornutum
TEs within P. tricornutum use host optimal codons for each amino acid most frequently
between two times for TE 4.3, to sixteen times for TE 5.2. Grey boxes indicate when the TE
is using the host’s optimal codon. Codons in bold indicate when a TE is using the host’s most
abundant tRNA codon.
Amino Acid
Phe
Leu
Ile

5.4
UUC
CUC
AUC

5.5
UUC
CUC
AUC

5.6
UUC
CUC
AUC

4.5
UUC
CUC
AUC

6.1
UUC
CUU
AUC

6.3
UUC
UUG
AUU

6.2
UUC
UUG
AUC
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Val
Tyr
His
Gln

GUC
UAC
CAC
CAA

GUG
UAC
CAC
CAA

Asn
Lys
Asp
Glu
Ser
Pro
Thr
Ala
Cys

AAC
AAA
GAC
GAA
UCC
CCA
ACC
GCC
UGC

AAC
AAA
GAC
GAA
UCA
CCA
ACA
GCA
UGU

GUC
UAC
CAC
CAA

GUC
UAU
CAU
CAA
and
CAG
AAC
AAG
GAC
GAG
AGU
CCA
ACU
GCU
UGC

U1453176
GUC
UAC
CAC
CAA

GUG
UAU
CAU
CAA

GUU
UAU
CAU
CAA

AAC
AAC
AAU
AAU
AAA
AAG
AAG
AAA
GAC
GAC
GAU
GAU
GAA
GAG
GAA
GAA
AGC
UCU
AGU
UCA
CCA
CCU
CCA
CCA
ACA
ACC
ACA
ACU
GCA
GCU
GCA
GCU
UGU
UGC
UGC
UGU
and
UGC
Arg
CGA
CGA
CGA
AGA
CGU
CGA
CGA
Gly
GGC
GGA
GGA
GGU
GGU
GGU
GGA
12/18
8/18
10/18
12/18
16/18
5/18
6/18
Table 4. Host optimal codon usage for TEs of T. pseudonana
TEs within T. pseudonana use optimal codons for each amino acid most frequently between
five times, in TE 6.3, and sixteen times, in TE 6.1. Grey boxes indicate when the TE is using
the host’s optimal codon. Codons in bold indicate when a TE is using the host’s most
abundant tRNA codon.
In P. tricornutum there are more TEs with very low host optimal codon use (TE 4.3). Both
stramenopiles have TEs with very high host optimal codon use: TE 5.2 in P. tricornutum and
TE 6.1 in T. pseudonana.

4.2

tRNA Gene Screening

Codon W identified optimal codons for both stramenopiles but may have identified false
optimal codons. Genuine optimal codons match the most abundant tRNA gene within each
stramenopile so identifying the most abundant tRNA gene ensures that the codons identified
as optimal are genuine.
Amino
Acid

Phe
Leu
Ile
Val

Tyr

Most
Abundant
tRNA
Gene
TTC/GAA
CTA/UAG

Number of tRNA
Genes

Optimal
Codon

4
9

ATC/GAU
GTT/AAC
and
GTA/UAC
TAC/GUA

3
5

UUC
CUC and
CUG
AUC
GUC and
GUG

2

UAC

Codons
Not
Present in
TEs
TTT
CTC
ATA
GTC

TAT
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2

CAC

-

3
3
4

CAG
AAC
AAG

AAT
-

3
3
6

GAC
GAA
UCC and
UCG

GAT
TCC and
AGT

Pro

CAG/CUG
and
CAC/GUG
CAA/UUG
AAC/GUU
AAG/CUU
and
AAA/UUU
GAC/GUC
GAA/UUC
AGC/GCU
and
TCA/UGA
CCA/UGG

5

CCC

Thr

ACA/UGU

4

Ala

GCA/UGC

6

Cys
Arg

TGC/GCA
CGG/CCG

1
6

CCC and
CCG
ACC and
ACG
GCC and
GCG
UGC
CGU,
CGC and
CGG
GGC

Gln
Asn
Lys

Asp
Glu
Ser

Gly

ACC
GCC
TGT
CGC

GGA/UCC 6
GGT and
and
GGG
GGC/GCC
Table 5. Most abundant tRNA genes and optimal codons for P.tricornutum
The most abundant tRNA within P. tricornutum for each amino acid most often matches the
optimal codon. In the instances where this is not the case, the first two nucleotides always
match.
Amino
Acid

Number of tRNA Optimal
Genes
Codon

Phe
Leu

Most Abundant
tRNA Gene in TE
(Codon/Anticodon)
TTC/GAA
TTG/CAA

Ile

ATT/AAU

3

Val1

GTT/AAC and
GTA/CAU
TAC/GUA
CAC/GUG
CAG/CUG
AAC/GUU
AAA/UUU and
AAG/CUU
GAC/GUC

5

UUC
UUG,
CUU and
CUC
AUU and
AUC
GUC

3
2
3
4
6

UAC
CAC
CAG
AAC
AAG

TAT
CAT
AAT
-

4

GAC

GAT

Tyr
His
Gln
Asn
Lys
Asp

3
6

Codons
Not Present
in TEs
TTT
CTC

ATC and
ATA
GTC
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Glu3
Ser

GAG/CUC
AGC/GCU

7
8

Pro2

CCT/AGG

4

Thr2

5

Ala2

ACT/AGU and
ACA/UGU
GCT/AGC

Cys

-

0

Trp
Arg2,3

TGG/CCA
AGG/CGU,
CGA/UCG,
AGA/UCU and
CGG/CCG
GGA/UCC

2
4

CGU,
CGC and
AGG

7

GGA

Gly

6

GAG
UCU and
UCC
CCU and
CCC
ACU and
ACC
GCU and
GCC
UGC

U1453176
TCC and
AGT
CCC
ACC
GCC
TGC and
TGT
CGT and
CGC

GGT and
GGG

Table 6. Most abundant tRNA genes and optimal codons for T. pseudonana
The most abundant tRNA within T. pseudonana for each amino acid most often matches the
optimal codon. In the instances where this is not the case, the first two nucleotides of the
codon always match.

4.3

Codon Usage in Domain regions and Non-domain regions

Fop values were generated for both domain regions and non-domain regions of each TE and
compared. Differences in Fop between the regions suggest the codon usage is different in
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them. Nc values were also calculated and compared in order to reduce any bias from
misidentified optimal codons.

Phaeodactylum tricornutum Transposable
Element Fop Values for Domains and Non
Domains
0.7

Fop Valuw

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
6.7

7.1

6.6

6.5

6.4

5.3

5.2

5.1

4.4

4.3

4.1

3.1

2.4

Transposable Element
Non-domain Fop Value

Domain Fop Value

Fig. 5. TE Fop values in domain regions and non-domain regions of P. tricornutum
The Fop values of the domain regions and the non-domain regions were analysed using
Fisher’s exact test and it was found that none of them were significantly different as the pvalue was larger than 0.05%. The Fop value in domain regions was higher than the Fop value
of the non-domain regions in three TEs out of the thirteen in P. tricornutum.

Thalassiosira pseudonana Transposable Element Fop Values
for Domains and Non Domains
0.6

Fop Value

0.5
0.4

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
6.2

6.3

6.1

5.6

5.5

5.4

4.5

Transposable Element
Non-domain Fop Value

Domain Fop Value

Fig. 6. TE Fop values in domain regions and non-domain regions of T. pseudonana
The Fop values of the domain regions and the non-domain regions were analysed using
Fisher’s exact test and it was found that none of them were significantly different as the p-
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value was larger than 0.05%. The Fop value in domain regions was higher than the Fop value
of the non-domain regions in five of the seven TEs within T. pseudonana.

P. tricornutum TE Nc Values for Domain regions and Nondomain regions
70
60

Nc Value

50
40
30

20
10
0
7.1

6.7

6.6

6.5

6.4

5.3

5.2

5.1

4.4

4.3

4.1

3.1

2.4

Transposable Element
ND

D

Fig. 7. TE Nc values in domain regions and non-domain regions of P. tricornutum
None of the Nc values of the domain regions were significantly different from the Nc values
of the non-domain regions. This was calculated using Fisher’s exact test and the p-values
were higher than 0.05%. The Nc value was higher in domain regions in nine out of the
thirteen TEs.

T. pseudonana TE Nc Values in Domain regions and Nondomain regins
70

Nc Value

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
6.3

6.2

6.1

5.6

5.5

5.4

4.5

Transposable Element
ND

D

Fig. 8. TE Nc values in domain regions and non-domain regions of T. pseudonana
None of the Nc values of the domain regions were significantly different from the Nc values
of the non-domain regions. This was calculated using Fisher’s exact test and the p-values
were higher than 0.05%. The Nc value was higher in domain regions in three out of the seven
TEs.
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GC Content in Non-synonymous and Synonymous Sites

Total GC content and GC3s were compared within non-coding regions of the TEs. An
association between the two is consistent with mutation pressure contributing to codon usage
bias. This is because if selection pressure is not the main driver of codon usage evolution then
both GC and GC3s will have similar mutation pressures acting upon them.

Phaeodactylum tricornutum TEs Untranslated
Region GC Content Compared with GC3s
0.7
R² = 0.7457

0.6

GC

0.5

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

GC3s

Fig. 9. Correlation of GC content and GC3s of P. tricornutum’s TE’s untranslated
regions
As GC content of TE non-coding regions increases, the GC3s also increases.

0.8
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Thalassiosira pseudonana TEs Untranslated Region GC
Content Compared with GC3s
0.6
R² = 0.0434
0.5

GC

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

GC3s

Fig. 10. Correlation of GC content and GC3s of T. pseudonana’s TE’s untranslated
regions
There is no strong relationship between the two variables within T. pseudonana TEs.
The positive correlation is stronger within the TEs of P. tricornutum than within T.
pseudonana TEs. Mutation pressure appears to make a larger contribution to P. tricornutum
TEs than to T. pseudonana TEs.

4.5

Copy Number Compared to Host Optimal Codon Usage

Copy number for each TE was calculated and compared to the proportion of major tRNA
genes that match the host optimal codon for each TE. This indicates if selection is
contributing to the evolution of the TEs as TEs with more copies may have been more
successful in transposing. If this correlates with the proportion of major tRNA genes that
match the host preferred codon then it may indicate that their transposing success may be
linked with selection pressures.
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Proportion of major tRNA genes that match
the preferred coodon (%)

P. tricornutum TE Codon Usage
1.00

R² = 0.0005

0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60

0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
0

50

100

150

200

250

Copy Number

Fig. 11. Correlation of P. tricornutum TE copy number and their respective host optimal
codon usage
There is little relationship between the two variables and the R 2 value is very low.

Proportion of major tRNA genes
that match the preferred coodon
(%)

P. tricornutum TE Codon Usage without LTRs > 450nt
0.90

R² = 0.0103

0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
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0.20
0.10
0.00
0
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100
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Fig. 12. Correlation of P. tricornutum TE copy number and their respective host optimal
codon usage, including only TEs with an LTR of less than 450 nucleotides
Many of the TEs had large LTRs which may have made the copy number count lower than
the genuine count for those particular TEs. Therefore this graph only includes TEs with LTRs
smaller than 450 nucleotides as the copy number for these will be more accurate. There is
positive correlation, although the R2 value is still low.
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Fig. 13. Correlation of T. pseudonana TE copy number and their respective host optimal
codon usage
There is strong positive correlation between the two variables.
Correlation is strongest in T. pseudonana TEs. The P. tricornutum TEs had much weaker
correlation, but it was stronger within Fig. 10. where only TEs with a LTR sequence of less
than 450 nucleotides were included. However, the R2 value was still low and the correlation
still weak meaning there may not be an association between the two variables. The
association was much clearer in T. pseudonana TEs.

4.6

Stramenopile Phylogenetics

Phylogenetic trees of each TE were created in order to gain a greater insight into the
transposing activity of each of the TEs. Phylogenetic trees show how many nucleotides each
copy differs from one another, indicating how recent the transposition was, how old the
element is and how active the element is. For the stramenopile phylogenetic trees (Figure 14,
Figure 15 and Appendix 1-17) the branch lengths are proportional to nucleotide substitutions
per site.
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Fig. 14. Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi2.4
Some of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that there is evidence of recent
transposition. Thfere are two sets of 2 copies with identical sequences. There are 13 solo
elements and two appear to be much older than the other elements. There is a long internal
branch of 1.561 substitutions/ site. There are 40 copies in this family.
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Fig. 15. Phylogenetic tree of T. pseudonana TE CoDi4.5
Some of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that there is evidence of recent
transposition. There are three sets of 2 copies with identical sequences. There are no solo
copies. This family has a TSD of 4 nucleotides and there are no copies with very short branch
lengths. The longest branch length is 0.0672 substitutions per site. There are 31 copies within
this family.

Mean branch lengths within T. pseudonana were lower than in P. tricornutum and had a
lower average copy number, with an average of 17 copies and 75 respectively.
4.7

Choanoflagellate Phylogenetics

Phylogenetic analysis of M. fluctuans and D. grandis provides a further insight into the
evolution of TEs found within the choanoflagellates and may provide evidence for the origin
of the TEs. The phylogenetic trees will show which species’ TEs the choanoflagellate TEs
are most closely related to.
For the following phylogenetic trees (Figure 16 – Figure 23), the scale bar shows branches
are proportional to nucleotide substitutions per site. 1.00 bayesian inference posterior
probability (bbPP) support is indicated by an * and other values of bbPP are given above
branches. A – indicates low bbPP support. Choanoflagellates and filastereans are written in
red, fungi in brown, excavates in black, stramenopiles in purple, metazoans in blue, plants in
green and amoebozoans in orange.
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Fig. 16. MrBayes phylogenetic tree of copia-like elements, including G. theta
The phylogeny is based on 68 aligned sequences either with similarity to the copia-like
element found within M. fluctuans, with similarity to the copia-like elements found within D.
grandis or sequences already confirmed to be copia-like elements.
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Fig. 17. MrBayes phylogenetic tree of copia-like elements, excluding G. theta
The phylogeny is based on 65 aligned sequences either with similarity to the copia-like
element found within M. fluctuans, with similarity to the copia-like elements found within D.
grandis or sequences already confirmed to be copia-like elements. G. theta was removed as a
process of refinement.

Fig. 18. MrBayes phylogenetic tree of MULE-like elements, including Perkinsela sp.
This phylogeny is based on 18 aligned sequences with either similarity to the MULE-like
elements found within D. grandis or sequences already confirmed to be MULE-like elements.
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Fig. 19. MrBayes phylogenetic tree of MULE-like elements, excluding Perkinsela sp.
This phylogeny is based on 33 aligned sequences with either similarity to the MULE-like
elements found within D. grandis, sequences already confirmed to be MULE-like elements
and outgroup sequences.
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Fig. 20. Mrbayes phylogenetic tree of LINE-1 like elements
This phylogeny is based on 40 aligned sequences that were found to have similarity with the
LINE-1 like elements within D. grandis, sequences that were already identified as LINE-1
like elements and sequences that were used as outgroups and are not LINE-1 like sequences.
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Fig. 21. MrBayes phylogenetic tree of jockey-like elements
This phylogeny is based upon 20 aligned sequences that either had similarities to the D.
grandis element comp30598_c0_seq1, sequences that were already identified as jockey-like
elements and sequences used as outgroups that were not jockey-like sequences. LINE-1 like
elements were used as the outgroups.
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Fig. 22. MrBayes Phylogenetic tree of R2-like elements
This phylogeny is based upon 16 aligned sequences that were either found to have similarity
with D. grandis TE comp33838_c1_seq9, sequences that were already identified as R2-like
elements and sequences that were not R2-like elements as outgroups.
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Fig. 23. MrBayes phylogenetic tree of chromovirus like elements
This phylogeny is based upon 31 aligned sequences that were either found to have similarity
to M. fluctuans chromovirus like element (comp10148_c0_seq20), sequences that have
already been identified as chromovirus elements and sequences that were not chromovirus
elements as outgroups.

4.8
Choanoflagellate Codon Usage
Differences in Fop value between domain regions and non-domain regions in the TEs
indicate whether selection accuracy is driving TE codon usage evolution.
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Diaphanoeca grandis Non-domain vs Domain Codon Usage
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Fig. 24. TE Fop values in domain regions and non-domain regions in Diaphanoeca
grandis
The Fop values of the domain regions and the non-domain regions were analysed using
Fisher’s exact test and it was found that the only significant difference was between the
regions of the non-LTR retrotransposon comp31080_c2_seq20. The p-value was smaller than
0.05%. The Fop value in domain regions was higher than the Fop value of the non-domain
regions in five TEs out of the fourteen in D. grandis.
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Fop Value

Mylnosiga fluctuans Non-domain vs Domain Codon Usage
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Fig. 25. TE Fop values in domain regions and non-domain regions in Mylnosiga
fluctuans
The Fop values of the domain regions and the non-domain regions were analysed using
Fisher’s exact test and it was found that four TEs had significant difference between the
regions. The p-value was smaller than 0.05% for piggyBac-like TE comp139_01_seq1 and
non-LTR retrotransposon comp9890_c0_seq4. The p-value was smaller than 0.01% for nonLTR retrotransposon comp10143_c5_seq2 and gypsy-like TE comp57025_c0_seq1. The Fop
value in domain regions was higher than the Fop value of the non-domain regions in ten TEs
out of the twelve in M. fluctuans.
More TEs showed evidence for selection accuracy within M. fluctuans than D. grandis.

5

Discussion

Most of the previous work on TEs has focused upon multicellular organisms. Most diversity
within eukaryotes is within unicellular organisms and unicellular organisms are at least 1.2
billion years old (Rasmussen et al., 2008), whereas multicellular organisms are estimated to
be only around 600/700 million years as a result of fossil evidence (Ye et al., 2015). As
multicellular organisms have been the primary focus of the most studies, only the minority of
eukaryotic TE activity has been investigated, as well as only the recently evolved species.
Here I investigate TEs of two distantly related eukaryotic groups in order to gain a better
insight into TE evolution. This includes stramenopiles and choanoflagellates.
5.01

Selection vs Mutation in Stramenopiles
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The two stramenopiles included within this study are distantly related to P. infestans within
the stramenopile phylogeny (Derelle et al., 2016). Other than the one study on P. infestans,
TE codon usage within stramenopiles has not been investigated before so there is a vast
potential for significant discoveries.
P. tricornutum and T. pseudonana TEs are using optimal codons more than would be
expected if their codon usage was entirely down to mutation pressure. Using host optimal
codons as the most frequently used codon conveys a benefit to the TEs because the host’s
replicating machinery will recognise the TE codons as being similar to its own, potentially
allowing the TE to transpose more (Ehrenberg & Kurland, 1984), or allows the TE protein to
be translated more accurately, reducing mistranslations (Akashi, 1994). Therefore, TEs that
use host optimal codons as the most frequent codon are likely to be evolving under selection.
However, some TEs may be under stronger selection than others. This appears to be the case
as TE 5.2 uses host optimal codons as the most frequently used codon for sixteen out of
eighteen amino acids with degeneracy whereas, at the other end of the scale, TE 4.3 uses host
optimal codons as the most frequently used codon two out of eighteen amino acids. This
suggests that overall, the TEs in P. tricornutum may appear to be under moderate selection
but in reality, there are TEs under strong selection and TEs under very weak selection. It
could also suggest that mutation is acting against any selection in TE that appear to be under
weak selection.
TE 6.7 is using host optimal codons for eight out of eighteen amino acids with degeneracy
but has a low Fop value relative to the other P. tricornutum TE elements – 0.408. This
suggests that this TE is under weak selection pressure because weak selection may allow
optimal codons to be the most frequently used codon, more than would be expected by
chance, but still at low frequencies. Alternatively, the low Fop value could be a result of
chance and mutation, with no selection acting upon it at all.
In P. tricornutum, the most frequently used codon in the TE often complements the most
abundant tRNA but is not the host optimal codon. This could be because of a variety of
reasons. It is possible that the host is simply not using their tRNAs very efficiently, or that
CodonW has misidentified optimal codons. When mutation is a strong factor in codon usage,
CodonW may identify a codon as an optimal codon but it may simply be a high frequency
codon due to mutation. Peden (2000) described how CodonW can only be certain of
identifying correct optimal codons if translational efficiency is the main driver of codon
usage for a species. In order to confirm whether optimal codons identified by CodonW are
genuine or not, gene expression data of the stramenopiles and choanoflagellates would be
necessary and that was not available for this study.
In this study, selection as a driver of evolution has been estimated by investigating codon
usage and looking at which TEs use host optimal codons as their most frequently used codon.
If the theory that TEs have evolved to use the host’s most abundant tRNAs regardless of
whether they are an optimal codon or not is correct, then the level of selection involved in the
TEs appear weaker than it actually is. Alternatively, the TEs of P. tricornutum may be
favouring the codons which bind to major tRNA molecules because they are transitionally
optimal or because the TE mutation pressure by chance has driven codon usage towards
major tRNA genes. It could be a combination of both selection for translational efficiency
and mutation that has led to TEs most frequently using codons complementary to the most
abundant host tRNAs. This phenomenon occurred thirteen times in T. pseudonana across the
seven TEs (an average of 1.86 times per TE, Table 3), compared to twenty-seven times in P.
tricornutum (an average of 2.07 times per TE, Table 4). This difference could suggest that P.
tricornutum TEs are more translationally optimal than T. pseudonana TEs as they are using
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the major tRNA more often than T. pseudonana. However, all other evidence points toward
T. pseudonana TE codon usage being under stronger selection that P. tricornutum TE codon
usage. Therefore, this theory is unlikely.
Another explanation for the TEs to use codons complementary to the most abundant host
tRNA even if they are not host optimal codons is that mutation may be more important than
selection if increased variation within the population is important. This is because increased
variation allows selection within some individuals while allowing the species to survive.
As TEs can jump between species (Daniels et al., 1990), optimisation between tRNAs and TE
codon usage may not be expected but we can expect optimisation between host genes and the
tRNA, if there is selection acting on codon usage, because host genes stay within the species.
However, TE optimisation may be present if the donor species has similar codon usage as the
recipient species. Horizontal transfer of TEs is more likely to occur within closely related
species (Bolotin & Hershberg, 2017), so it is possible that host and donor species are likely to
have similar codon usage.
TEs in a broad range of eukaryotic organisms tend to prefer AT ending codons (Jia & Xue,
2009; Lerat et al., 2002). Some of the TE families within P. tricornutum and T. pseudonana
are strongly preferring GC ending codons. Eight out of thirteen TEs within P. tricornutum are
using GC ending codons as their most frequently used codons 50% of the time or more
(Table 3), as are four out of seven TEs within T. pseudonana (Table 4). These GC ending
codons match the host tRNA genes. The expectation was that if the TEs are evolving by
mutation pressure alone, like those of multicellular organisms, the codon third position would
most likely be A or T as that has what been seen in other eukaryotic organisms. As that is
most often not the case within the stramenopile TEs, this is more evidence that the TEs are
evolving under selection pressure.
Comparing GC content of non-coding regions of TEs with their GC3s will indicate if there is
mutation bias within their codon usage. The LTRs of the TEs are involved in replication
(Boeke, 1989), meaning that LTRs may be under selection constraints and may not be
showing the true mutation pattern of the TEs.
GC content and GC3s would be expected to have similar mutation pressures acting upon
them if selection is not a driver of codon usage evolution, and the two variables would
correlate if mutation pressure is stronger than selection pressure upon the codon usage. This
is seen within the TE GC content of non-coding regions and GC3s increase together in P.
tricornutum (Figure 9). This suggests that mutation is an important driver in the TE’s
evolution. Although there is positive correlation between GC and GC3s of T. pseudonana’s
TEs, the R value is very low and there is therefore little relationship between the two
variables (Figure 10). The results are consistent with the theory that T. pseudonana TEs are
under stronger selection and that mutation is more important in the evolution of P.
tricornutum TEs than T. pseudonana TEs. It is possible that the effective population size of T.
pseudonana is larger than that of P. tricornutum and therefore under stronger selection. This
would make the environment for the TEs in T. pseudonana harsher and they may have to be
under selection in order to survive, whereas the P. tricornutum TEs may be in a host that is
under weaker selection.

5.02

Selection Efficiency vs Selection Accuracy in Stramenopiles

Fop values were also generated to compare the codon usage between domain regions and
non-domain regions of the TE in the stramenopiles. The expectation was that, as the domain
regions are usually enzymes, they are more important to the TE and are therefore more likely
to be using the optimal codons if they are under selection for translational accuracy
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(Drummond & Wilke, 2008). Non-optimal codons are more likely to be mistranslated than
optimal codons (Precup & Parker, 1987) so if a TE is evolving under translational accuracy
selection then there will be more optimal host codon usage within domain regions than in
non-domain regions, if the domain regions are more functionally important to the TE than the
non-domain regions. If incorrect amino acids were placed in the domain regions it would
result in a mistranslated protein. Selection accuracy works to prevent this occurring as oppose
to speeding up translation (translational efficiency). If selection efficiency is driving the
evolution of the TEs then the likely outcome is that optimal codons are included in both nondomain regions and domain regions in order to speed up the process of translation. In this
instance, there would be less significant difference in Fop values between non-domain
regions and domain regions. Translational accuracy and efficiency could both be drivers for
selection within the stramenopile TEs.
The results show that Fop values for both domains and non-domains in P. tricornutum TEs
were very similar (Figure 5). This means that the results are not consistent with the
prediction for translational accuracy. Whilst there was slightly more difference in Fop values
between the domain regions and non-domains regions in T. pseudonana TEs (Figure 6), these
results were also not statistically significant. Here there is no evidence of selection accuracy
in T. pseudonana as nearly all the domain Fop values are higher than non-domain Fop values.
The TE of T. pseudonana are more consistent with translational accuracy than those of P.
tricornutum, but there is not significant evidence for either species.
Despite the results not being consistent with selection for translational accuracy in these
stramenopiles, there could be a few alternative explanations. It is possible that there were
very few sites within the domain regions that are under selection for translational accuracy
and that the majority of them are not, leading to non-significant differences between domain
region and non-domain region Fop values. Another plausible explanation is that there may be
many sites within the non-domain region that are under selection for translational accuracy,
as well as many sites within the domain regions. These non-domain sites could be structurally
important, and ensuring the correct amino acid is in place via translational accuracy could
allow the TE protein to form the correct bonds and structure. Translational efficiency would
also lead to optimal codons in non-domain regions so identifying optimal codons in nondomain regions could suggest either, or both types of selection were acting upon codon
usage.
In order to remove any bias from incorrectly identified optimal codons, Nc values were
calculated. It would be expected that TE domain regions would have a lower value of Nc,
showing a bias towards using specific codons. Non-domains would have a higher value of Nc
as they would be expected to have more randomised codon usage. Although not significantly
different, nine out of the thirteen P. tricornutum TEs had a higher Nc value in their domain
regions (Figure 7). This is consistent with the theory that there is no selection bias driving TE
evolution within P. tricornutum TEs. Four out of the seven TEs within T. pseudonana
showed a higher Nc value in non-domain regions (Figure 8), although this was also not
significantly different. This is also consistent with the theory that T. pseudonana TEs are
under stronger selection than P. tricornutum TEs.

5.04

Stramenopile Phylogenetics

Phylogenetic analysis of TEs indicates how successful the TEs have been at transposing over
time, in terms of copy number. It allows a clearer picture of each individual TE family and
will help identify any TE family whose codon usage is evolving under selection. This is
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because different types of selection upon codon usage may produce different patterns within
TE copies which can be identified when looking at TE copy phylogenies.
Within P. tricornutum there appears to be twelve TEs that show signs of recent transposition
(Figure 14; Appendix 1-12). There are copies with zero branch lengths which means they are
identical sequences. The sequences have not had time to mutate since one copy transposed
from the other. Some families have copies on very long branch lengths, indicating that these
copies are old. For example, GTATC solo and CTATA solo within CoDi2.4 TE (Figure 14)
branch lengths are 1.9636 and 1.9095 substitutions per site respectively. These copies can no
longer transpose but have not been removed via natural selection because solo LTRs are less
harmful to the host (Carr et al., 2008). There are eight other TEs within P. tricornutum that
appear to be particularly old (Appendix 3-9; Appendix 11). It has been theorised that solo
LTRs have fewer regulatory regions than 5 prime or 3 prime LTRs, leading to a less harmful
effect upon the expression of adjacent genes. Solo LTRs also do not produce transposable
element RNA or proteins so they use less of the host’s resources in terms of tNRAs than a
full-length element would (Carr et al., 2002).
Some TE families have a shorter mean branch length than other families, suggesting that they
are younger families. For example, the mean branch length in CoDi3.1 (Appendix 1) is much
shorter than that of CoDi2.4 (Figure 14). There are also a smaller number of copies within
this family compared to CoDi2.4, which is consistent with the idea that CoDi3.1 may be a
younger family within P. tricornutum, if there are similar rates of transposition and similar
deleterious selection within the two families. Although a smaller number of copies of a TE
may indicate that it is a younger family, there is an alternative reason why a TE may have
fewer copies. It is possible that the TE is more deleterious to the host and that selection
against the family is stronger and that more copies of these TEs have been removed due to
purifying selection.
Purifying selection could also lead to the age of copies being estimated incorrectly. Purifying
selection removes copies that are deleterious to the host so many old copies are removed
which may make the families appear younger than they really are. However, some old copies
remain in families and can be identified because they are on long branches and are distantly
related to the other copies within the family. For example, P. tricornutum CoDi5.3 (Appendix
7) has a solo element distantly related to the oldest group of copies. The solo copy is likely to
not have been removed via purifying selection with the other copies due to solo copies not
being as deleterious to the host as previously stated. This solo LTR also has a different 5
prime TSD from the 3 prime TSD. As they differ from one another by one nucleotide, it is
likely that a substitution mutation took place within the TSD. Solo LTR’s may also have two
different TSDs due to recombination. As there are identical sequences involved in TE copies,
recombination may occur, causing the 5 prime TSD from one element to end up with the 3
prime TSD from another element.
Some TEs within P. tricornutum have two groups of closely related copies, whilst the groups
themselves are distantly related, such as in CoDi5.2 (Appendix 7). A possible explanation for
this is that the family is very old and many of the copies were removed from the host genome
through purifying selection. However, recently, events have occurred which allowed the
family to undergo rapid transposition and the few old copies that remained within the host
have also transposed. It is possible that as the copy number declined, the family was less
deleterious to the host and therefore there was less selection pressure from the host upon the
family. This, in turn, enabled the family to transpose more, although as soon as copy number
increases, the family will become increasingly deleterious. This family is also using the
highest number of host optimal codons as its most frequently used codon – 16 out of 18
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amino acids with degeneracy - which supports this theory (Table 3). However this theory
would be impossible to prove.
There are families that have similar longest branch lengths to other families but fewer copies,
such as P. tricornutum’s CoDi4.1 TE (Appendix 2) compared to CoDi3.1 (Appendix 1). This
could mean that the two families are of a similar age but has transposed less which has
resulted in fewer copies. Looking at the host optimal codon usage also reveals that in this
case, CoDi4.1 uses less host optimal codons than CoDi3.1 which may result in less efficient
translation, contributing to the less successful transposition in terms of copy number.
Poor sequencing may also lead to a families age being overestimated. It may lead to a copy
appearing as if it has many more substitutions/ site than it genuinely does and making the
family appear much older than it really is. For example, P. tricornutum TE CoDi6.4 copy
with the TSD TGACCC is on a very long branch length of 2.655 substitutions/ site which is
much longer than any of the other branches (Appendix 8). If this is due to poor sequencing,
then the branch looks deceptively old and the family may be younger than it appears.

5.05 Stramenopile Copy Number and Selection
P. tricornutum’s TE CoDi4.3 has a much higher copy number than CoDi2.4, CoDi3.1 or
CoDi4.1 (Appendix 3). The longest branch length is 0.4696 substitutions/site, between that of
CoDi2.4 and CoDi4.1 but the frequency of host optimal codons used is the lowest out of all
the TEs studied, including those from T. pseudonana. CoDi4.3 also has a relatively low Nc
value of 47.10 and the lowest Fop value. It is possible that there are no true optimal codons
for P. tricornutum and that the CodonW estimated optimal codons are false positives. The
Fop value for 4.3 may therefore, be incorrect. However, if the results are genuine, there could
be a low Fop value due to a high mutation rate. Mutation is more likely to be changing
codons to host non-optimal codons from either host optimal codons or non-optimal codons
rather than from host non-optimal codons to optimal codons as long as mutation patterns are
all equal, due to chance. Therefore, random mutation may be reducing codon bias by chance.
Unless there is selection for codon usage, the host optimal codons will be lost. Alternatively,
or additionally, recent horizontal transfer may have taken place. This would mean that the
family would not have had time to adapt to its new host and would have a low proportion of
codon usage. This would also mean that there would be a lack of host defences and the family
would be able to transpose rapidly. However, as the longest branch length is 0.4696
substitutions/ site, this family appears old and recent horizontal transfer into P. tricornutum is
not likely.
A TE that may have undergone recent horizontal transfer is P. tricornutum TE CoDi6.7. This
has no copies on zero branch lengths so it cannot be ascertained whether this family is still
transposing or not (Appendix 11). The copies are all on relatively short branch lengths
suggesting that this family is relatively young, except from two copies, which are distantly
related to the other copies. It is possible that recent horizontal transfer has occurred and
because the family is not well adapted to the host’s codon usage compared to other copies, it
has not been able to survive. However, it is unlikely that codon bias will lead to the family’s
extinction. It is also possible that if the family has undergone recent horizontal transfer and
that P. tricornutum is a new host to CoDi6.7, then the TE may not be able to recognise the
host proteins and will therefore be unable to transpose. The copies that have been identified
could be fossils that are no longer transposing. In addition, this family has 25 copies, which is
the lowest number of copies out of all the TEs studied within P. tricornutum, as well as
having a low Fop value of 0.408 and a high Nc value 56.82 (Table 1). These results are
consistent with the theory of recent horizontal transfer.
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T. pseudonana TE CoDi6.3 has only five copies, which are on very short branch lengths
(Appendix 17). It is still transposing because two of the copies have identical sequences.
These two pieces of evidence suggest that it may have undergone recent horizontal transfer as
that would explain why the element appears young with its short branch lengths, and may be
able to transpose because the host has not had time to evolve defences against the family. As
it is only using host optimal codons in five out of eighteen amino acids with degeneracy, it
appears that this family’s codon usage is not under selection (Table 4). However, if it has
recently entered the T. pseudonana genome, it will still be adapting to the host codon usage.
Alternatively, the family may not be evolving under selection and have very few copies
because other families with better adapted codon usage are out-competing it for host tRNA
use.
CoDi4.5 is the TE with the highest copy number out of all TEs found within T. pseudonana,
with 31 copies (Figure 15). It is one of the T. pseudonana TEs that appears old because there
are three copies with relatively long branch lengths. T. pseudonana TEs CoDi5.4, CoDi5.5
and CoDi6.2 only have copies on shorter branch lengths, suggesting that they are young
families (Appendix 13, 14 & 16). CoDi6.1 has only copies on short terminal branches but
some of the copies are very distantly related from the others (Appendix 15). CoDi6.1 has the
highest Fop value out of all the stramenopile TEs within this study with a value of 0.597
(Table 2), and it also has the second highest copy number with 24 copies. This suggests that
codon usage is under selection within this family. This finding is almost unique within TEs,
as codon usage selection has not been studied extensively. The exception to this is within
some stramenopiles, notably the study on P. infestans TEs where codon usage was found to
be under selection (Jiang & Govers, 2006).
All TE families within T. pseudonana have very few copies compared to P. tricornutum
(Figure 14; Figure 15; Appendix 1-17). Copy number in T. pseudonana TEs ranges from 5 to
31 copies, and P. tricornutum TE copy number ranges from 25 to 234. This could indicate
that the T. pseudonana TEs may be under stronger selection from the host, removing more
older copies from T. pseudonana than from P. tricornutum. However, it could also suggest
that the TEs within T. pseudonana are younger than those within P. tricornutum as the mean
branch lengths for T. pseudonana were lower than those for P.ticorntutum. These shorter
branch lengths could also be the result of higher transposition rates within T. pseudonana.
This suggests that each TE has had less time to evolve and fewer mutations have taken place.
There is also a much stronger positive correlation between copy number and TE codon usage
within T. pseudonana than P. tricornutum (Figure 11 – Figure 13). These findings together
suggest that T. pseudonana TEs are evolving under stronger selection for codon usage than
TEs within P. tricornutum. Transposing TE families may be more likely to be under
selection, whereas other families may be no longer transposing due to the lack of selection
driving their evolution or due to selection against individual copies due to their deleterious
effects on the host. The fact that there are far more copies in the majority of the P.
tricornutum TEs may suggest that the majority of TEs in P. tricornutum are under weaker
purifying selection, which allowed the families to proliferate. P. tricornutum TE CoDi6.7 has
no identical sequences and therefore there is no evidence that the copies are still transposing.
It is possible that selection pressure upon this family have changed and this TE may be under
weaker selection or the host may have developed defences through selection that protect them
from the deleterious effects of the TE more. However, if copies are more deleterious then
they are likely to be under stronger selection pressure too in order to continue being active
despite the host evolving defences against them.
P. tricornutum TE CoDi5.1 has the highest copy number of all stramenopile TEs in this
study, with 234 copies. It also appears to be an old element due to having relatively long
branch lengths (Appendix 5) and it uses host optimal codons for fifteen out of eighteen amino
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acids with degeneracy (Table 5). It also has a very high Fop value of 0.585 and low Nc value
of 46.44 (Table 1), which all are consistent with the theory that CoDi5.1 codon usage may be
under selection. It is possible that because there is a high number of copies, there will be
more transcripts and this family will out-compete other families for the host tRNAs, leading
to more efficient translation and therefore more copies. Additionally, there may be strong
competition between individual copies within CoDi5.1. Copies with the best-adapted codon
usage may out-compete other copies from the same family, resulting in the family having a
high Fop value and proportion of host optimal codons. However, if the effective population
size of P. tricornutum is small, there will not be a drive to have higher codon bias within the
TEs as there will be no selection for codon usage within the host.
Within the majority of the TE families, there are multiple copies with the same TSD. As they
have different sequences from one another, they are unlikely to be the same copy. The most
feasible explanation is that the TSDs are the same by chance, particularly when the TSD is
four nucleotides long. In a family with TSDs of four nucleotides long, such as CoDi4.5, there
is one in sixteen chance of two TSDs being the same. For a family with TSDs of 5
nucleotides long, such as CoDi5.4, there is one in twenty chance of two TSDs being the same
and for a family with TSDs of 6 nucleotides long, such as CoDi6.2, there is one in 24 chance
of two TSDs being the same. However, if the copy is old then the same insertion may have
different sequences in different individuals. This means that copies with the same TSD but
different sequences may actually be the same copy. This may have occurred in elements such
as P. tricornutum TE CoDi4.4 (Appendix 4). CoDi4.4 also has copies with a five base pair
TSD as well as having the same copy being a solo LTR that has a four base pair TSD. This
could possibly occur if a mutation in the integrase gene occurred, affecting the Integrase
protein and leading to the shift of the LTR from a solo LTR to the LTR with either a 5’ or 3’
4 base pair TSD.

5.05

Identified Choanoflagellate TEs

Exploring how TEs may have evolved within choanoflagellates would be enhanced by
investigating the origin of the choanoflagellate TEs. Therefore, I identified 16 potential TEs
within M. fluctuans and 14 potential TEs within D. grandis to undergo phylogenetic analysis.
It was difficult to discern if comp14821_c0_seq1 is a genuine TE. It has a relatively short
protein that, when inputted into Blast, did not appear to have any conserved domains. In
Repeat Masker, it had a low E-value of 4.5e-07 and an E-value of 2e-17 in Blast. It may be that
the sequence is partial and that the domains are in the missing part of the sequence. Another
possible theory is that the TE has become a host gene and is no longer a TE. This can happen
via natural selection, and happens when the TE ends up providing a function for the host
(Sinzelle et al., 2009). Alternatively, the sequence could be a genuine Tigger element. If it
had been possible to assess M. fluctuans in the lab within the time constraints, then it would
be attempted to find the full sequence of comp14821_c0_seq1. As pure bioinformatics cannot
conclusively say whether this element is a genuine TE or not, laboratory work would have to
take place. If multiple copies of the sequence were found, this would suggest that the
sequence is a TE and if there was only one copy then it is probably a host gene. However,
TEs can be found as single copies when either many copies have been removed from the
genome or a TE is new to a genome. A TE could be identified if it has TSDs. Host genes do
not have TSDs as they do not transpose. Additionally, if ITRs were found, that would also
indicate that the sequence is a genuine TE as host genes do not have these.
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Blast results of this sequence show that it has similarities to jerky-like domesticated proteins.
However, jerky-like domesticated proteins have, as of yet, only been found in vertebrates
(Sinzelle et al., 2009). For it to be the same domesticated protein in both vertebrates and
choanoflagellates, the protein would have to have been lost in all the other animals or there
may have been an independent domestication event. It is therefore more likely that
comp14821_c0_seq1 has more similarity to jerky-like domesticated proteins than to other
Tigger TEs by chance, and that it is a genuine TE.

5.06

Choanoflagellate Codon Usage

As well as analysing the TEs from T. pseudonana and P. tricornutum, TEs from the
choanoflagellates Mylonsiga flucutans and Diaphanoeca grandis were investigated. Very
little study into TE activity of the eukaryotic group of Stramenopiles has taken place yet,
whereas the majority of TE studies have focused on Opisthokonts, which is the eukaryotic
group in which choanoflagellates belong. Despite this, there have been no studies which
investigate codon usage evolution of TEs within choanoflagellates. In this study, selection for
TE codon usage bias has been identified within the unicellular stramenopile T. pseudonana
and the following sections discuss possibilities for selection for TE codon bias within the
unicellular choanoflagellates.
The genome of M. fluctuans was found to house twelve potential TEs. Two of the three nonLTR retrotransposons were found to be using significantly more host optimal codons in TE
domain regions than non-domain regions. This finding is evidence for the theory that these
TEs have evolved via selection accuracy as the domain regions are more functionally
important to the TE. The third non-LTR retrotransposon, which did not have significant
difference in host optimal codon usage between domain regions and non-domain regions,
may have done so for a variety of reasons. It may be a non-functional family, or a family that
only transposes rarely, meaning that it is not under selection as much as the other two nonLTR retrotransposons. Copy number could not be determined as only the choanoflagellate
transcriptomes were available. Within C. owczarzaki, non-LTRs have been found to be under
strong selection (M. Carr, personal communication, May 31, 2018). As C. owczarzaki are in
the sister group to the clade containing both choanoflagellates and metozoa, and are
unicellular like choanoflagellates, it could be expected for their TEs to have similar evolution
to choanoflagellates. However, the two stramenopiles within this study have shown different
trends in their codon usage, so TEs in closely related hosts may not share similar codon
usage.
The copia-like element also did not have significant difference in using host optimal codons
in domain regions compared to non-domain regions. A piwi RNA pathway is an organism’s
usual way of silencing TEs. When TEs transpose into piwi RNA generating loci, the host
begins producing piRNA, which inactivates the TEs (Pélisson et al., 2007). However, copia
elements have been found to be inactivated via a post-transcriptional method instead
(Nuzhdin et al., 1998). It is possible that this copia family could be old and have stopped
transposing. This is unlikely though as the family was found within a transcriptome, meaning
the family must be expressed.
Looking at the transposons within M. fluctuans, one of the piggyBac-like TEs had
significantly more optimal codons in the domain regions than non-domain regions. Another
study underway has found similar results in choanoflagellate Salpingoeca rosetta, with
another transposon - the Tigger family - also having significantly more host optimal codons
in the domain than non-domain regions (M. Carr, personal communication, May 11, 2018). A
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possible theory for this is that the significant piggyBac-like TE may be a young family. A
young transposon family may be under strong selection because there will not be many
autonomous elements to drive the transposition of the non-autonomous elements. The
majority of the elements will need their own functional transposases and will be under
selection. An older family may have considerably less copies with transposase. These few
copies will possess transposase that other copies can use and there will be many transposing
copies. As long as the copies have an intact ITR, they can survive with non-functional
transposase and there will be no selection. The results that are significant are consistent with
translational accuracy.
D. grandis has some amino acids with no optimal codons. (J. J. Ginés, personal
communication, June 06, 2018). This suggests that D. grandis codon usage is weak, as a
species that lacks optimal codons may be under less selection compared to other
choanoflagellates and be less effective at translation. Investigating the codon usage of D.
grandis TEs gives more insight into whether they also have evolved more or less through
selection than TEs of other choanoflagellates.
In D. grandis only one TE shows significant difference in Fop value between the domain
regions and non-domain regions, which is non-LTR retrotransposon comp31080_c2_seq20.
This is consistent with the theory that non-LTR retrotransposon codon usage is under
selection across choanoflagellates and C. owczarzaki, although only a few species have been
investigated. The results do indicate that in M. fluctuans and D. grandis, copia-like elements
have not strongly evolved through selective accuracy. Based on the fact that there were more
elements with significantly more optimal codons in domain regions than non-domain regions
in M. fluctuans than D. grandis, this suggests that whilst selective accuracy may not play the
largest part in M. fluctuans TEs evolution, it may play a bigger part in M. fluctuans TE
evolution than in D. grandis TE evolution. A possible reason for this is that D. grandis may
have weaker codon usage than M. fluctuans. This may mean that selection upon D. grandis
TE codon usage may be weaker as purifying selection from D. grandis is weaker so the TEs
can transpose without being as well adapted to use host translational machinery as M.
fluctuans TEs must be.
Both choanoflagellates had more significant results comparing host optimal codon usage in
domain regions and non-domain regions than in either P. tricornutum or T. pseudonana TEs.
This suggests that both M. fluctuans and D. grandis TEs are under stronger selection than the
TEs of the stramenopiles in this study. It is possible that the choanoflagellate effective
population sizes are larger than the stramenopile effective population sizes as this would
mean that the choanoflagellate’s evolution would be driven by stronger selection. This might
result in the TEs codon usage selection being stronger in order for the TEs to survive in the
harsher environment.

5.07

Copia-like TEs Found Within Choanoflagellates

Copia elements are abundant within plants, fungi, Metozoa (Flavell et al., 1997) and have
been identified in other choanoflagellates (Carr et al., 2008). Therefore, it comes as no
surprise that copia-like elements were found in both D. grandis and M. fluctuans. Both
sequences were incorporated into one copia phylogenetic tree. In a eukaryotic tree, plants are
on one side of the presumed root and choanoflagellates and metazoans are on the opposing
side (Baldauf et al., 2013). That is mostly reflected on the copia-like tree generated as part of
this study (Figure 17). The majority of the TE phylogeny matches the host phylogeny, except
from within the choanoflagellates, where the TE phylogeny does not match the host
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phylogeny. As D. grandis is the most distantly related to the other choanoflagellates (Carr et
al., 2017), it could be expected that the D. grandis TE would be the outgroup of the
choanoflagellate TEs if purely vertical inheritance had taken place. This is not the case, so the
TEs phylogeny does not directly mirror that of the host’s. However D. grandis TEs are on a
long branch. It therefore shares very few amino acid variants with other sequences. Of the
variants present, some may be shared due to convergent evolution - rather than common
ancestry - with distant relatives, resulting in an erroneous phylogenetic placement. As the
erroneous clustering is due to a small number of convergent sites, the support values are often
weak. This phenomenon is known as long-branch attraction (Felsenstein, 1978). The branch
D. grandis is on is poorly supported, supporting the theory that the sequence may be
misplaced within the choanoflagellates of the phylogenetic tree. Another aspect of this tree
that does not support the theory of only simple vertical inheritance taking place is that whilst
choanoflagellates are the sister group to Metazoa, the majority of the Metazoa copia TEs are
not closely related to the choanoflagellate TEs. This is another example of the TE phylogeny
not matching the host phylogeny. Instead of clustering with Metazoa, the choanoflagellate’s
TEs in this copia tree cluster with Fungi TEs. As the metazoans are nestled within the fungi,
it is possible that copia elements from fungi have radiated and undergone horizontal transfer
into both Metazoa and choanoflagellates. However, the support values of the branches
separating Metazoa from choanoflagellates and clustering choanoflagellates with fungi are
not supported (Figure 17).
The M. brevicollis TEs do cluster together and the M. fluctuans TE clusters with the S.
rosetta TEs, which is expected based on the host species phylogeny. These choanoflagellate
positions do support the theory of vertical inheritance of the copia elements. D. grandis TEs
cluster together, suggesting that their TEs divergence occurred within D. grandis or a
choanoflagellate closely related, such as another acanthoecidae. M. brevicollis TEs also
cluster together so their TEs are also likely to have diverged within M. brevicollis or a
choanoflagellate closely related to M. brevicollis, such as Choanoaca perplexa - another
clade 1 Craspedida (Carr et al., 2017). Carr & Suga (2014) also found that the two copia
elements within M. brevicollis were closely related to one another and most likely diverged
within the choanoflagellate lineage. These choanoflagellate TE positions do support the
theory of vertical inheritance of the copia elements. It could also be consistent with the theory
that a single copia element within the ancestor of all these choanoflagellates existed, and that
as these choanoflagellates have radiated, so have the copia elements. These positions do not
rule out the possibility of horizontal transfer between choanoflagellates. S. rosetta TEs do not
cluster together. It could be that D. grandis and some S. rosetta TEs are clustering together
because an element has jumped from D. grandis into S. rosetta. Another possibility is that the
ancestor of the choanoflagellate had a number of different copia elements, such as three or
four, and some of the choanoflagellate lineages in this study have kept some of these copia
elements and other choanoflagellates have kept other copia elements. This is complex
vertical inheritance. It could be a combination of some of these theories, such as there been
both horizontal transfer and ancestral complexity. There are many potential options that this
tree does not rule out, but is merely consistent with each of the many theories. As the tree is
not strongly supported, the positions may also reflect genuine relationships. In order to
develop a closer insight into how these copia elements have evolved within
choanoflagellates, it would be necessary to involve a greater number of choanoflagellates
copia elements. In this tree there are only four different choanoflagellate species’ copia
elements included due to time constraints but a more diverse selection incorporated could
reveal which of the many possible theories of choanoflagellate copia element evolution is
most likely. This may also be helped by including additional metazoan and fungal copia Pols.
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One theory that this tree is not consistent with is that a copia element in a choanoflagellate
was acquired from another source as the choanoflagellate copia-like elements in this study
are monophyletic. An ongoing study has found that horizontal transfer of a transposon has
occurred from a stramenopile to a choanoflagellate and it has been theorised that this was
caused by predator/prey interactions (M. Carr & J. Southworth, personal communication,
July 12, 2018). Whilst Tucker (2013) showed evidence that horizontal transfer with
choanoflagellates often involve prey species, there is no evidence from other studies to
suggest that this might have happened with copia elements within choanoflagellates.
However, there is only one published paper on TEs within choanoflagellates, which contains
data from only one species: M. brevicollis (Carr et al., 2008).
In early trees, Guillardia theta copia element clustered with plant TEs with moderate to low
support. After including sequences similar to M. fluctuans copia element, G. theta TE moved
and clustered with the choanoflagellates. The support values of the choanoflagellate’s
position was very low. As G. theta is single celled alga, it is a possibility that horizontal
transfer of a TE could have occurred from G. theta to a choanoflagellate, but it could also be
a long-branch artefact. Horizontal transfer is unlikely as G. theta is a photosynthetic alga and
its opportunities for acquiring a TE from a choanoflagellate are likely to be limited. It is
possible that a virus could have facilitated the transfer (Filée et al., 2006;2007) but still
unlikely as it is improbable that a virus would affect both G. theta and choanoflagellates.
Once G. theta was removed, the support values of the choanoflagellate positions increased,
which is consistent with long-branch attraction for the G. theta TE. This could mean that the
positions that the choanoflagellates are in is genuine and that the S. rosetta TEs are genuinely
not clustered together, increasing the probability of the theory that an element jumped from
D. grandis into S. rosetta. This is likely because once G. theta TE was removed, D. grandis
TEs and S. rosetta TEs clustering together was strongly supported, and the S. rosetta TEs not
all clustering together became significantly supported. Alternatively, the S. rosetta TEs may
be diversifying within the same genome. They could be undergoing speciation and
diversification within the genome, leading to distinct TE groups in S. rosetta. Removing the
G. theta TE also changed the position of the M. fluctuans TE. It was originally clustered with
S.rosetta pseudovirus-4 and S. rosetta pseudovirus-5. M. fluctuans and S. rosetta are not
closely related to one another (Carr et al., 2017), and the position had poor support,
suggesting it was an artefact and not in its genuine position. M. fluctuans TE’s new position
is not clustering with S. rosetta TEs directly but still clusters with the choanoflagellates,
suggesting that the M. fluctuans copia-like TE is the most distantly related to the other
choanoflagellate copia-like TEs. Its new position within the choanoflagellates is also
significantly supported. Based upon species phylogeny, this is not expected because M.
fluctuans is a clade 2 Craspedida and is closely related to M. brevicollis and S. rosetta as they
are both clade 1 Craspedidas. This is further support for horizontal transfer of the copia
element among the choanoflagellates as the species phylogeny and the TE phylogeny do not
mirror one another.
Another thing that this tree does not provide evidence for is the origin of the choanoflagellate
copia-like elements. It shows that the copia elements have been in the choanoflagellates since
choanoflagellates evolved as this tree includes TEs from species which fall on either side of
the choanoflagellate root. D. grandis is an Acanthoecidae compared to the other three
Craspedidas (Carr et al., 2017). Despite this, the origin of the copia elements in
choanoflagellates cannot be discerned with this phylogenetic tree. In early copia-like
phylogenetic trees within this study, Metazoa copia-like elements were found to be closely
related to those of the choanoflagellates. This suggests that the copia elements have been
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present at least since the origin of choanoflagellates and Metazoa. However, the most refined
phylogenetic tree has metazoan copia-like elements spread around the tree. Within this tree,
the support values are very low for the placement of the metazoan TEs, which means that the
theory that the copia-like elements being present at least since the origin of both
choanoflagellates and Metazoa is not disproved.
The M. fluctuans copia-like element appears to be split into two open reading frames between
the gag and pol ORFs. There may have been a sequencing error that has caused a frameshift
as some sequences in the transcriptome have single A nucleotides incorporated (M. Carr,
Personal communication, August 28, 2018). It is likely to be a genuine frameshift as many
gag-pol open reading frames require a frameshift for the ribosome to translate Pol.

5.08

MULE-like TEs Found Within Choanoflagellates

MULE TEs have been found in a choanoflagellate (Carr & Suga, 2014) and are abundant in
fungi, plants and metazoans (Lisch, 2015; Chalvet et al., 2003) so the finding that D. grandis
contained a MULE-like element was not surprising. In the MULE phylogenetic tree, D.
grandis TEs do not cluster with the S. rosetta MULE TEs, which was the only other
choanoflagellate to contain MULE TEs (Figure 19). The D. grandis MULE TEs are distantly
related to those of S. rosetta and C. owczarzaki. S. rosetta and C. owczarzaki MULE TEs are
clustering together with strong support with a Bayesian inference posterior probability of
1.00. S. rosetta is a closer relation of D. grandis than of C. owczarzaki, as C. owczarzaki is
not a choanoflagellate but a close relative, which suggests that the MULE TEs have not
evolved purely through vertical inheritance. Choanoflagellates are more closely related to
animals than they are to C. owczarzaki but unfortunately, no metazoan MULE TEs were
found for this phylogenetic tree to compare. A potential explanation as to why D. grandis
does not cluster with S. rosetta is that there may have been a horizontal transfer of a MULE
TE from a stramenopile to D. grandis. However, the stramenopile MULE TEs are
monophyletic, with significant support, suggesting that the horizontal transfer was not recent,
and therefore not a transfer of a TE from the stramenopiles to a choanoflagellate. Instead, a
transfer from a eukaryotic group related to stramenopiles, such as alveolates or rhizarians,
may have taken place, to a choanoflagellate related to D. grandis or D. grandis itself.
However, all stramenopiles TEs within this tree are oomycota stramenopiles and therefore the
species are closely related. A donor species outside this range of sampled oomycota taxa
could produce a sister-relationship, even if that donor was a stramenopile. TEs from a greater
variety of stramenopiles need to be included in this phylogenetic tree to ascertain from what
eukaryotic group a MULE element may have been transferred from, to the choanoflagellate.
Also, if an alveolate or rhizarian was the donor group it would most likely have been
recovered by Blast. As this wasn’t the case, the most likely donor is a stramenopile that is not
an oomycota.
The length of the branch that D. grandis is on suggests that the transfer may have been to a
choanoflagellate related to D. grandis, which then was transferred to D. grandis via vertical
inheritance. Because of the branch length, it is impossible to discern at which point the
MULE element was transferred into a choanoflagellate without further investigation. Other
choanoflagellates would have to be included in this study to gain a better insight into which
choanoflagellate was the recipient of MULE horizontal transfer. As D. grandis is an
acanthoecid, if only other acanthoecid’s MULE elements were found to be closer related to
that of stramenopiles than S. rosetta, then it would be a plausible theory that the horizontal
transfer had occurred in an ancestor of acanthoecids. However, if choanoflagellates other than
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acanthoecids were found to have a MULE TE closer related to the MULE in stramenopiles, it
would suggest that the horizontal transfer occurred earlier in the evolution of
choanoflagellates. Evidence for horizontal transfer of TEs from stramenopiles to
choanoflagellates has also been found in other studies (Tucker, 2013), which supports this
theory as it has been seen to happen in other choanoflagellates.
Tilletia controversa is a smut fungus and clusters with plants with strong support. It is likely
that horizontal transfer of the MULE TE took place from a plant to T. controversa as it is a
plant pathogen. Host-parasite transfer may have taken place. This type of transfer has been
observed within a variety of metazoans (Pace II et al., 2010), but there is a lack of TE hostparasite transfer outside of metazoans.
Before it was removed as a process of refinement, the Perkinsela sp. TE clustered with the D.
grandis TE with significant support and was on the same side of the presumed root of the tree
as the choanoflagellate TEs and stramenopile TEs. However, Perkinsela sp. is distantly
related from choanoflagellates and stramenopiles. Perkinsela sp. is an excavate, which is
another eukaryotic supergroup (Baldauf et al., 2013) and a plausible theory would be that D.
grandis has fed on Perkinsela sp. and taken up a Perkinsela sp. TE. However, Perkinsela sp.
is an intracellular organism and in order to ingest the Perkinsela sp., the choanoflagellate
would have had to also consume Perkinsela sp.’s host, which is still plausible. The TE has
not come directly from Perkinsela sp. – it has come from something related to Perkinsela sp.
as Perkinsela sp. and D. grandis are separated from one another by long branches. The TE
may have been transferred to D. grandis by a free-living excavate relation of Perkinsela sp.,
which would be more likely as D. grandis would then not have needed to also consume the
excavate’s host. This is a predator –prey type transfer. This could be vertical transfer between
the TE hosts as a parasite or it may be the case that dispersal cells have found new hosts in D.
grandis. Predator – prey horizontal transfer appears to be particularly common within
choanoflagellates. Prey is caught in the choanoflagellate’s mucous net between microvilli at
the base of the flagellum (Tucker, 2013). There is also evidence for TE transferring to new
species via predator-prey transfer in other studies (Kuraku, 2012). As genes from the prey
have been found to be incorporated into the choanoflagellate’s genome, it is certainly a
possibility that TEs from the prey may also have been incorporated. Perkinsela sp. reside in
an amoebozoan called Neoparamoeba, which are parasitic. This is also, therefore, another
potential occurrence of host-parasite transfer, although there is no evidence that
Neoparamoeba are parasites within choanoflagellates (Tanifuji et al., 2011).
Other than the exceptions of D. grandis and T. contraversa, the MULE elements phylogeny
within this tree matches that of the host’s phylogeny. On one side of the tree there are
choanoflagellates and fungi, and the other side of the tree consists of stramenopiles and
plants. This suggests that for the majority of MULE elements, including those in S. rosetta,
vertical inheritance has been responsible for the evolution. The fact that there is a variety of
host species on both sides of the eukaryotic tree also suggests that MULE has been vertically
inherited since the origin of eukaryotes.

5.09

LINE-1 TEs Found Within Choanoflagellates

In the Line-1 tree, refining led to the conclusion that the TEs in D. grandis that had sequence
similarity to Line-1 elements were not actually L1 elements (Figure 20). The D. grandis TEs
did not cluster with the other L1 elements, but instead clustered more with the R2 and jockey
outgroups, though with poor support. This prompted further phylogenetic study into what the
TEs actually were. An R2 tree was generated to attempt to discover what TE the sequence
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comp33838_c1_seq9 was. This sequence had clustered with R2 and L1 elements within the
L1 tree but in the R2 tree it was found to be unlikely to be an R2 element as it did not cluster
with the other R2 elements. It could be distantly related to both types of elements.
Additionally, this sequence was on a long branch. The weak support could result from longbranch attraction.
Similar efforts were made to find out what TE the sequence comp30598_c0_seq1 was. In the
L1 tree, this sequence had clustered with jockey elements. When a jockey tree was generated,
it was found that comp30598_c0_seq1 did not cluster with jockey, R2 or L1 elements.
Investigation of sequences found to be similar to this sequence with the use of Blast found
that the closest named TE to comp30598_c0_seq1 was jockey. This finding suggests that
comp30598_c0_seq1 is similar to a jockey element. Future study would involve further
examination of these two sequences, which are Non-LTR retrotransposons that have
similarities to L1, R2 and jockey TEs. Comp30598_c0_seq1 is split into two open reading
frames, so further study would involve using PCR to confirm if the annotation for this
sequence is genuine or not. It may be that there is a frameshift between the gag and pol
ORFs, or the split could be due to poor sequencing.
Other D. grandis sequences were all found to have similarity to L1 elements by using Blastp.
These sequences are: comp33838_c1_seq9; comp33838_c1_seq5; comp31080_c2_seq19 and
comp20496_c0_seq2. However these sequences were too short to align and it was not
possible to make a phylogenetic tree including these sequences. The proteins were 82 to 279
amino acids long. It is possible, therefore, that D. grandis has L1 elements. These TEs could
also be non-LTR retrotransposons that have similarities to L1, and not actually be L1
elements.
Amoebozoans and opisthokonts are on one side of the presumed root of the eukaryotic tree
and, other than a few stramenopiles, that is what is mainly present in the tree. The tree is
therefore consistent with the theory that these elements have been vertically inherited within
the Amorphea. Amorphea is the group which consists of Amoebozoa and Obazoa.
Opisthokonts are within the group Obazoa (Cavalier-Smith, 2002).

5.10

Chromoviruses Found Within Choanoflagellates

Chromoviruses are not present in many metazoans (Kordiš, 2005). Either they have been lost
many times or they have been transferred into the metazoans from another organism. It has
been proposed that the donor species may have been a fungi (Carr & Suga, 2014).
Chromoviruses are present in amphibians, reptiles and fish but no other metazoans, which
suggests that regardless of how the elements were inherited, they have been lost again as they
were present in the ancestor of vertebrates. Many close relatives of metazoans have
chromoviruses, including choanoflagellates, fungi and C. owczarzaki (Carr & Suga, 2014;
Gorinsek et al., 2004). The gypsy-like TE found in M. fluctuans was included in the
chromovirus tree to gain further insight into what element it is. Its position is not supported.
Blast searches suggest that it is a gypsy element but as the chromodomain is at the end of the
pol, it may be the case that the sequence is actually a chromovirus and is missing the end of
the pol ORF.
The chromovirus tree shows the choanoflagellate chromovirus TEs clustering together, with
the C. owczarzaki chromoviruses and the fungal chromoviruses. Metazoa chromoviruses
cluster together forming an outgroup. This is consistent with vertical inheritance since the last
common ancestor of fungi and metazoa, as well as with horizontal transfer from fungi into
the group of vertebrates included in the phylogenetic tree. However, as the metazoa
chromoviruses are in a separate clade in this study, these findings do not support either
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theory. A very limited selection of vertebrates and fungi have been included in this study due
to time constraints and the fact that very few vertebrates with chromoviruses have had their
genomes sequences. Whilst the groups are well supported, a larger variety of chromoviruses
from other organisms needs to be included for the tree to not be consistent with the theories.

6.0

Conclusion

Transposable element activity and evolution within unicellular eukaryotes is an area of
biology where there is much more to be discovered. TE codon usage has been found to be
under selection in unicellular organisms, with previous studies found TE codon usage to be
under selection in the host P. infestans (Jiang & Govers, 2006) and within this current study,
TE codon usage has been found to be under selection in the hosts T. pseudonana, D. grandis
and M. fluctuans. As there was little evidence for selection in the TE codon usage of P.
tricornutum, it appears that not all stramenopiles have strong selection for codon usage,
suggesting selection for TE codon usage is not universal within unicellular eukaryotes.
Therefore, if TEs from another stramenopile were studied, it would be impossible to correctly
predict what evolutionary pressures would be acting upon them. There is great potential for
future work covering TE evolution in stramenopiles. Equally, there are still many eukaryotic
groups where very little investigation into their TE evolution has taken place. Rhizaria,
Alveolata and Amoebozoa species may also host TEs with strong selection for codon usage.
Other future work as an extension of this study could involve a greater selection of
stramenopile and choanoflagellate TE’s codon usage compared to one another to see if there
is a pattern of choanoflagellate TEs having stronger codon usage than stramenopile TEs, or if
that was just the case for the species in this study. Differences between evolution of Class I
and class II TEs could be investigated, or differences between various TE families such as
gypsy and copia families. Within gypsy families, evolution and codon usage of
chromovisuses and non-chromoviral gypsy-like families could be compared. Another area of
codon usage that could also be explored is the relationship between the level of host codon
usage bias and TE codon usage bias. If a host does not have translational machinery adapted
for selection on codon usage, it is not expected the TEs to show selection. However, as so
few unicellular eukaryotic TE’s codon usage have been studied, it could be the case that TEs
do show codon usage bias regardless of the host’s codon bias. There may also be a pattern in
that as the codon bias of a host is higher, the TE codon usage bias may also be higher.
Additionally, laboratory work could be implemented to find out if the TEs identified within
M. fluctuans and D. grandis were genuine, in order to further explore the origins of these
TEs. This would involve using primers from the upstream and downstream sections of the TE
sequences, finding out the true sequence in between these sections. The primers could then be
reverse complemented to perform inverse PCR to obtain the rest of the TE sequence. This
would result in fully annotated TEs. Laboratory work could also identify any links between
TE codon usage via selection and gene expression levels.
Though it is unlikely that either stramenopile in this study showed evidence for TE codon
usage selection as strong as that in P. infestans, it appears that T. pseudonana TE’s codon
usage are also evolving under selection. Mutation pressure is the largest driver of codon
usage evolution in the TEs of P. tricornutum. P. tricornutum and T. pseudonana are much
closer related to one another than they are to P. infestans. The fact that there is evidence that
both T. pseudonana and P. infestans TE’s codon usage in under selection suggests that there
is not one clade of stramenopiles that show stronger selection on TE codon usage than
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another, but that selection on TE codon usage may vary between each individual
stramenopile’s TEs.
It is possible that P. infestans has the largest effective population size, hence stronger codon
usage selection which is driving the selective evolution of TEs. Following this theory, it
would stand to reason that P. tricornutum had the smallest effective population out of these
three stramenopiles. This is supported by the fact that P. infestans is the only stramenopile of
these three to definitely undergo sexual reproduction (Yuen & Andersson, 2013; Moore et al.,
2017; Falciatore & Bowler, 2002). Sexual reproduction increases a species effective
population and lack of it may supress effective population size. However, P. infestans is also
a parasite whereas P. tricornutum and T. pseudonana are free living. A parasitic organism’s
effective population size is dependent on the host, meaning that it would be expected for a
free-living organism to have a higher effective population size than a parasitic organism.
When P. infestans organisms transfer from one host to another, their effective population will
be bottlenecked, as only a small proportion will survive. Bottlenecking reduces the effective
population size, making the host selection less efficient.
It is very difficult to estimate an effective population size in these protists as there is no
population data. Protist effective population sizes differ massively (Snoke et al., 2006; Watts
et al., 2013). Additionally, effective population size has been shown to effect the codon usage
of the species, but its effects upon TE codon usage are unknown. It is likely that it has effects
but these may manifest themselves in ways hitherto undiscovered. A logical theory would be
that the larger the host effective population size, the larger the TE effective population size is.
As both choanoflagellates presented evidence for TE codon usage selection and no other
studies have investigated TE codon usage evolution within choanoflagellates, it is unknown
whether selection for TE codon usage is universal within choanoflagellates. It may be that
just the two choanoflagellates within this study show evidence for selection in TE codon
usage. However, this study does show that selection for TE codon usage exists in
choanoflagellates - the closest unicellular relative to Metazoa. Additionally, choanoflagellates
have been shown to undergo sexual reproduction (Levin & King, 2013). Selection appeared
to be stronger within the choanoflagellates compared to the stramenopiles within this study,
which could be because the choanoflagellate’s effective population size is larger than that of
the stramenopiles.
TEs in a broad range of unrelated organisms show a weak bias towards AT-ending codons,
whereas this study, along with Jiang & Gover’s (2006) paper on P. infestens, show that at
least in some TE families within unicellular eukaryotes do have the signature of selection on
codon usage.
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Appendix 1

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi3.1
Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are two sets of 4 copies that are identical, a set of 6 copies that are identical and two more
copies that have identical sequences. This family has a TSD of 4 nucleotides. There are two
copies on long branch lengths compared to the other copies, but the lengths are only 0.0395
for CTGA Solo and 0.0548 for AATT 2. There is only one solo element. There are 29 copies
in this family.
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Appendix 2

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi4.1
Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There is
a set of 5 copies that have identical sequences and two further copies which also have
identical copies. This family has a TSD of 4 nucleotides. There is only one solo copy and it is
not the oldest copy in the element. The copy that appears the oldest has a branch length of
0.0531. There are 20 copies in this family.
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Appendix 3

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi4.3
Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are three sets of 3 copies, two sets of 4 copies, a group of 15 copies, eight sets of 2 copies and
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a set of 13 copies with identical sequences. There are no solo copies. There are two copies on
branch lengths much longer than the other copies, with lengths of 0.44 for GAAAG and
0.4696 for AAAGC. There are 138 copies in this family.
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Appendix 4

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi4.4
Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are eleven sets of 2 copies, four sets of 4 copies, two sets of 6 copies, two sets of 3 copies,
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two sets of 10 copies, a set of 11 copies, a set of 13 copies and a set of 7 copies with identical
sequences. There are 8 solo copies. Many of the copies are on long branch lengths so this
may be an old element. The longest branch length is 0.1725. There are 202 copies in this
family.
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Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi5.1
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Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are 28 solo copies. There are many copies on both short branch lengths and long branch
lengths and the longest branch length is 0.205. There are 234 copies in this family.
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Appendix 6

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi5.2
Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are two sets of 2 copies with identical sequences, and two groups of 3 copies with identical
sequences. There are 3 solo copies. Some of the copies are on short branch lengths and the
remaining copies are all on a much longer branch length and are closely related to one
another. The longest branch length is 0.4099. There are 49 copies in this family.
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Appendix 7

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi5.3
Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are a set of 6 copies and a set of 2 copies with identical sequences. There are 5 solo elements.
Most of the copies are on short branches and there is a group of copies all on much longer
branches. There is also one solo copy on the longest branch, with a branch length of 0.6191.
There are 62 copies in this family.
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Appendix 8

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi6.4
Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are three sets of 2 copies with identical sequences. There are 19 solo copies. This family has a
TSD of 6 nucleotides and the majority of the copies are closely related. There is one copy on
a very long branch length of 2.8692. There are 38 copies within this family.
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Appendix 9

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi6.5
Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are a set of 2 copies, a set of 3 copies, a set of 4 copies and a set of 9 copies with identical
sequences. There are 10 solo copies and this family has a TSD of 6 nucleotides. Some of the
copies are on short branch lengths and there is a clade of copies on long branches. The
longest branch length is 0.5506. There are 36 copies within this family.
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Appendix 10

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi6.6
The copies with TSDs of CCAAA 1 and CAAAT have identical sequences meaning that this
is an active copy. There are 9 solo copies. The longest branch length is 0.362. There are 36
copies within this family.
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Appendix 11

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi6.7
This family has had recent transposing activity as many of the copies are very similar to one
another. There are no sequences that are identical so we cannot be certain that the element is
still active. There are 8 solo copies. Most of the copies are on short branch lengths except two
closely related copies which are on long branches. The longest branch length is 0.7156. There
are 25 copies within this family.
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Appendix 12

Phylogenetic Tree of P. tricornutum TE CoDi7.1
Many of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are three sets of 2 copies, a set of 4 copies and a set of 8 copies with identical sequences.
There are 21 solo copies. This family has a TSD of 4 nucleotides long. The copies are on a
variety of branch lengths and the longest branch length is 0.1552. There are 71 copies within
this family.
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Appendix 13

Phylogenetic tree of T. pseudonana TE CoDi5.4
Some of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There
are two sets of 2 copies that have identical sequences. There are no solo copies. This family
has a TSD of 4 nucleotides and the longest branch length is 0.0621. There are 18 copies
within this family.
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Appendix 14

Phylogenetic tree of T. pseudonana TE CoDi5.5
Some of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. The
copies with the TSDs of GAGCA 1, ACAAC and GGATC have identical sequences. There
are two solo copies within this family and they share the same TSD. This family has a TSD
of 5 nucleotides and the longest branch length is 0.0467. There are 9 copies within this
family.
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Appendix 15

Phylogenetic tree of T. pseudonana TE CoDi6.1
Some of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. There is
a set of 5 copies with identical sequences. There are 5 solo copies. This family has a TSD of
5 nucleotides and the longest branch length is 0.637. There are 24 copies within this family.
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Appendix 16

Phylogenetic tree of T. pseudonana TE CoDi6.2
TSDs of AATTGA, ACAACC and ATTCAT all have identical sequences. There are no solo
copies. This family has a TSD of 6 nucleotides and the longest branch length is 0.1106. There
are 15 copies within this family.
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Appendix 17

Phylogenetic tree of T. pseudonana TE CoDi6.3
Some of the copies have identical sequences, meaning that this is an active element. The
copies with the TSDs GGGGAG and GGGAAG have identical sequences. There is 1 solo
copy. This family has a TSD of 6 nucleotides and the longest branch length is 0.0082
substitutions per site. There are 5 copies in this family.

